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August Program:  David Shoaf, KC4X, on basic repeater operation  
& Last Minute Tour-to-Tanglewood planning

, 2021

Founded December 30, 1930 , 2021

New subscribers/members listed on page 56! 

KM4SII Scholarship

So happy to see our VP, Mason, KM4SII, in September 
QST.  That’s the good news.  The bad news is that I 
told him (and his parents) about 3 years ago that if I 
didn’t see his picture in Sept, 2021 QST under 
scholarships, I was going to roll up that QST and beat 
him savagely with it; sadly I can’t do that now.  In more 
good news:  the Digital Communications Scholarship 
is one of the largest and most competitive scholarships 
awarded.  Not that Mason is at all competitive.  (Yeah, check 
ARRL INTL DX CW scores!)

Nominating Committee

by Kent Englebert
Nominating Committee Chairman

Per the club's Bylaws, the Nominating Committee 
has completed its search and selection process  for 
candidates to fill the 2022 club's elective positions. A 

Tour-To-Tanglewood
by Harlan, W1HRC

After being shut down by the 2020 Pandemic the Bike 
MS Tour to Tanglewood is a GO!  This was written a 
couple of weeks prior to the Newsletter going out.   We 
need  again this year as the ride is expected to be YOU
as large if not larger and it looks like larger is the word of 
the day. 

We are in need of personnel for every position; HAM 
Radio Operators, SAGS and MOTOS.  You may still 
participate even if you do not have the ICS courses 
completed or current.  Only those working in the 
Command Post must have the ICS courses completed 
and they do NOT have to be the most current.  
Therefore ALL personnel are encouraged to 
participate. 

In 2019 Forsyth County AuxComm was awarded the 
Best Group award by the MS Society for our support of 
this charity ride.  We helped raise over $805,000 in 
2019 for MS research.  

Right now we only have: 

SAGS: 
 Saturday:  8 out of 16 required
 Sunday:  7 out of 16 required

Continued on page 5

Continued on page 7



you on the air.

 WILLIAM F LAWRY III KO4RXG T   
 MICHAEL K HELLER SR KO4RXH T    

For new hams, please complete the information on attached 
form (page 1), if you have not already done so, for a free 
Membership to the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club (FARC). (FYI – 
I handed both of your New Membership forms to Stacey our 
Club Secretary, Monday night.)  Mark the form "New Ham – 
7/12/2021".  Once the form is completed, bring to the next club 
meeting, or please scan the form and email to me.

Many thanks again to all of our VE's. Their hard work and 
dedication is much appreciated!

I understand that the Red Cross will allow us to resume our 
meetings and Amateur Testing Sessions in person at the new 
Red Cross facility, located next door at the 650 Coliseum Drive 
location, beginning September 2021.  The August Club 
meeting will take place at the new 650 Coliseum Drive location. 
At that meeting, more information will be provided concerning 
the use of our new facility. There will be no Amateur Tests in 
August. 

We have also scheduled our next Amateur Radio Exam indoor 
exam session, just prior to the FARC meeting on Monday 
September, 13 at 6:30 PM

How Exam Candidates apply:

Before Applications can attend an exam session they MUST:

 1.  Obtain a FCC FRN

 2.  Show proof of their FRN

 3.  Complete, sign and forward the three documents (FCC 
605, W4VEC Covid Waiver, FARC Waiver) back to the 
FARC VE Session manager no later than 48 hours prior to 
the exam session.  Email wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr <dot> 
com for the documents and to reserve a space.

 4.  Once the completed documents are returned and 
approved, the applicant will be provided an email exam 
reservation.

 5.  The exam candidate will be notified, via email that their 
Exam documents were approved, and they will be asked to 
print a copy of their accepted email as a reservation to 
attend the exam session.

 6.  No walk-in exam applicants will be accepted.

FCC Exams 
and FARC Membership

by, Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager

Bill, Michael,  Allow me to offer you a 
hearty congratulations on your new 
Amateur Licenses from the July 
session.  I look forward to chatting with 

Continued on the next page
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS 501(c)3) 
North Carolina corporation for the promotion of Amateur 
Radio, and for the education and training of hams and the 
general public primarily in Forsyth County, North Carolina.

FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem 
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation 
ever since.  We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham 
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr., 
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter 
repeaters, 146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) 
and a 444.275 repeater (100 Hz tone).

FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on 
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building, 
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem.  The club conducts its 
main business meeting (the Board Meeting) on the 3rd 
Monday generally at 66 Pizza on Stratford Rd just west of 
Hanes Mall Blvd.  This is where most of the club’s business is 
conducted and all attending members have a vote.  All club 
members are strongly encouraged to attend the business 
meeting.  For more information about FARC mail us at FARC, 
Inc., PO Box 11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336-
930-W4NC(9462); or visit out web site at www.w4nc.com

Club email is to info <at> w4nc <dot> com *

Officers for 2021 are:

President:  Sam Poindexter, NI4TG
Vice-President:  Mason Matrazzo, KM4SII

Secretary:  Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Treasurer:  Kent Englebert, K4HKE

Newsletter Editor:  Don Edwards, WS4NC
Auxcomm:  Harlan Cobert,  W1HRC

Tech and VEC Chairman:  Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
Hamfest Chairman:  David Shoaf, KC4X

Field Day Chairman:  Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
House Chairman:  Steve Patterson, WA3RTC

Webmaster:  Stacey McArthur, W1LLO
Hospitality:  Ken Kayser, K2KXK & “Doc” Holiday, 

WB4DOC

All content is Copyright 2005-2021, All Rights Reserved, by 
Don Edwards and Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc, unless 
otherwise noted.  Permission is given to reproduce for non-
commercial purposes provided proper credit is given. If you 
would like to help support the newsletter with an ad, please 
contact Don Edwards (email: dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> 
com).

We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many clubs are on 
our mailing list.  If your club has a newsletter and would like to 
trade please send us a copy.

Submissions and inquiries please send to dedwards <at> 
dwepe <dot> com *

*The “funny” email addresses are to confuse the Spam bots.  
Spam shall be cause of the downfall of Western Civilization.  
Either that or the spork.
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 7.  All applicants will be required to sign waivers (PDF 
format) attached to requested preregistration email, and 
submit those documents via email back to the VE session 
manager for approval no later than 48 hours prior to the 
exam, to obtain an Exam reservation.

Standard test requirements are as follows: 

 1) Two forms of identification are required. A government 
photo ID, and one other ID. 

 2) A FCC Registration Number (FRN) number is required. 
Please see the website below:
https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/support/universal-licensing-
system-uls-resources/getting-fcc-registration-number-frn 

 3) If licensed, bring a copy of your existing (signed) license, 
and any CSCE (Certificate of Successful Completion of 
Exam) credits that may apply. 

 These copies will need to be attached to your FCC 605 
form for processing. 4) To expedite the examination 
process, please complete NCVEC form 605 and the 
waivers, at home. Bring all forms with you on the day of 
examination. These forms will be attached to you FCC 605 
form for processing. 5) Fee: $12.00 CASH no checks. 
Thank you for your understanding as we strive to offer 
Exam sessions under restricted conditions during the 
pandemic.

Send an email to wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr <dot> com to 
register.  Other details on  www.w4nc.com

THOMASVILLE NC FCC TESTING
Sept 18, 2021
Oct 16, 2021
Nov 20, 2021
Jan 15, 2022
Feb 19, 2022
Mar 19, 2022
Apr 16, 2022
May 21, 2022

From 9:30 AM until 12 Noon
Thomasville Public Library, 21 Randolph Street

Library is in next block below BIG CHAIR at the square in 
Thomasville

Pre-registration and FRN number is required before test 
session date.

NOTE: COVID-19 protocols still in effect

For more information contact:
Rick Weinbaum KK4RR

Cell: 336 687 8001 EMAIL
St. in Thomasville (MAP)

Thomasville/Lexington NC test sessions.
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Tri-county ARC NC4RR, Sponsor
by Rick, KK4RR

The Tri-County ARC sponsored test session schedule is as 
follows. 

 September 18, 2021  
 October 16, 2021.       
 November 20, 2021.   
 January 15, 2022.       
 February 19, 2022.      
 March 19, 2022.           
 April 16, 2022.             
 May 21, 2022.               

Test sites in Thomasville include the public library, and park 
shelters. 
All test sessions begin at 9:30am eastern. 

Final site selection wil be announced to applicants immediately 
before the exam, and will be dependent on the number of 
applicants and social distancing requirements in lieu of the 
pandemic. 

Pre-registration is required. 
No walk in candidates will be accepted. 

Standard test requirements are as follows:
1) Two forms of identification.  
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The maker of yard sticks said
they aren’t going to make

them any longer. Continued on the next page
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      A government photo ID, and one other.
2) FRN number with printed copy.
3) If licensed bring a signed copy of your current license, or any 
CSCE credits that may apply 
4) The test fee is $12.  Exact change.

73,  Rick KK4RR
Cell: 336-687-8001
Email: KK4RR@mac.com
Please email or text me, to start the registration process. 

GSO/HP VE testing

The High Point session is on the last Saturday of the month 
(except June, Nov, and Dec) at Hickory Chapel Wesleyan 
Church, 301 Hickory Chapel Road, High Point 27262. 
Reservations required.  Please contact David Macchiarolo at 
AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 10:00 AM

The Greensboro session is the second Saturday of each 
month (except for March) at Hinshaw United Methodist Church 
located at 4501 Gate City Blvd (aka High Point Road), 
Greensboro, NC 27407. Reservations required.  Please 
contact David Macchiarolo at AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 
9:00 AM

For either session, you need to bring two forms of ID including a 
Photo ID and a photocopy of any previous licenses and/or 
CSCE's; if you are not licensed, you must bring printed 
evidence of an FCC Registration Number (FRN) to the 
session. The testing fee is $12.00 payable by cash only, exact 
change only. Other dates and locations can be found on the 
W4VEC.ORG web site.  Note that sessions are limited to 6 
candidates or less, and are subject to change due to local, 
state, and federal guidelines on COVID-19.  All participants are 
required to wear face coverings.   Also note that due to 
demand, sessions fill quickly, usually a month or more ahead of 
time, so plan accordingly.

New Ham?  New Upgrade?  
Live in Forsyth County? 
Or just want to join FARC?

For new hams, or upgrades, who have taken an exam, 
please complete the information on the FARC application 
(usually the next-to-last page of the Newsletter), if you 
have not already done so, for a free membership to the 
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club (FARC).  Mark the form 
"New Ham - Exam date". Even if this is not an FARC 
exam session, since we are limited in exam offerings at 
this time.  Once the form is completed, bring to the next 
club meeting, or please scan and email to secretary <at> 
w4nc <dot> com [and an email to newsletter <at> w4nc 
<dot> com].

Exams usually will be offered before the FARC meeting 
(2nd Monday at the Red Cross) and start at 6:30 PM in 
room 109 at the Red Cross building see above to make 
sure a session is offered. You are encouraged to arrive 
early at 6:20 PM Preregistration is required at info <at> 
w4nc <dot> com.

How to print a copy of your FCC License
by Jim, KV4SJ

To access an official copy of your license:

1. Go to:
https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsEntry/licManager/login.jsp

2. Log in with your FRN and password. (Also has links to find or get 
your FRN.)

3. Click on “Download Electronic Authorizations” in the links on the left 
hand side.

4. Select your call sign in the box labeled “My Authorizations” and click 
on the Add button to copy it into the “Authorizations to Download” box.

5. Click on the Download button to download an official copy of your 
license in PDF format.

This is the official version you need for your wallet card and to display 
in your station. The reference copy does not satisfy the legal 
requirements.

, 2021

I GOT MY HAM LICENSE.
CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?
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September 2021 President’s 
Column

by Sam, NI4TG

Weeks are flying by with 
increasing speed, and 
members are very busy.   
T h e  o l d  s h a c k  i s 
completely empty and 
our storage unit is near 
capacity.  Cat 5 cable 
has been run to the new 
s h a c k ,  p r o v i d i n g 
internet via the Red 

Cross (Thanks Harlan and Ken!).  Estimates from 
electricians are being reviewed, bench plans are 
being finalized, decisions for cable ingress to the 
shack are being made and a new committee is 
discussing immediate and long term antenna needs. 
The Red Cross has offered us use of their tower.  
Thanks to everyone who has contributed to our 
cause.  No Club money has been spent thus far (the 
first year’s storage unit was donated by a member), 
but as this occurs I will keep you informed. Required 
coax, electrical, and weather heads present a 
substantial investment for us.  Member involvement 
and their volunteer hours have created our success.  
Thank You! 
     
Also, thanks to everyone who participated in the HT 
workshop.  Future events are being planned. If you 
would like to see a particular weekend event for the 
Club, please let an officer know.  Our technical team 
is implementing changes to the 145.470 repeater to 
improve coverage and eliminate interference. 
Officer Committee selections will be presented at 
September’s meeting, we are planning a HamFest 
in October, although Covid may give it a different 
appearance, and Tour to Tanglewood is upon us.  
Exciting times!  
     
As Covid cases increase, we could find ourselves on 
Zoom again.  We are dependent on Red Cross 
decisions for the meeting room.  Should changes be 
required, we will keep you posted asap.  Please 
consider getting vaccinated if you have not already, 
and stay safe.  See you on 20m at the gray line, 

73 de NI4TG

NI4TG

MOTORCYCLES: 
 1 out of 3 required

HAM RADIO OPERATORS:
 Saturday:  7 out of 14 required
 Sunday:    7 out of 16 required

If you have not yet signed up please go to W4NC.com, 
click on the AuxComm pull down and click on Tour To 
Tanglewood.  Follow the directions provided to sign up, 
it’s that simple.  Also please send me an email at 
AuxComm@w4nc.com so I can look for your 
registration.

At this time I have the following personnel signed up:

SAGS:
              Saturday:                         Sunday:
              KM4HVB
              W4OIL                              W4OIL
              KC4X                                KC4X
              K4OLD                              K4OLD
              NC4RT                              NC4RT
              K2MLN                             K2LMN
              N4HER                             N4HER
              NC4AB                             NC4AB

HAM RADIO OPERATORS:

              Saturday                          Sunday
              W1LLO                             W1LLO
              WB4QIZ            
              W4STH                             W4STH
                                                       NI4TG
              KK4ZHL                            KK4ZHL
              WS4NC                            WS4NC
              N2AWE                            N2AWE
              W0RCY                             W0RCY
           
MOTOS:

              Saturday                         Sunday
              KM4WJO                          KM4WJO

As you can see, we need your assistance to support this 
important charity Public Service event.  Thank you to those 
who have signed up and are about to.

Rest stop hams, it is requested that you please plan to have a 
pair of FRS or MURS radios -- one for you, one for your rest 
stop captain.  This enables you to communicate directly with 
the Rest Stop Captain and eliminates the need for you to be at 
the tent. 

 I think that's all for now. We always appreciate comments from 
you folks on this stuff.  To sign up to work with Tour-To-
Tanglewood goto  login, Click on www.w4nc.com,
Auxcomm and drop down to the last item tour-To-
Tanglewood and follow the process.

Tour-To-Tanglewood, continued from page 1
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End of an Era

Above is a picture of the old shack after it was 
cleaned out.  A number of FARC members 
helped with the move.  It is commendable that 
they even vacuumed the room out.  

All the gear is either in the new shack or in 
storage.  It will take some time to build a new 
console in the new shack, and then antennas 
and electrical is going to take some doing.  
Obviously the electrical and antennas have 
priority. 

At the right is one of the last good pictures of the 
old shack when it was in its prime, and in full 
operation for NC/SC QSO party for 2020.  Two 
K3s, two amplifiers, and the original Forsyth 
County RACES Collins KWM-2, donated in 

memory of long-time FARC member and Red 
Cross volunteer Grady White, WB4YBC, which 
has been restored to like new condition. 
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number of qualified individuals expressed interest in 
the v ice president 's posit ion, making the 
committee's decision that much more difficult.

After much deliberation, the committee's slate of 
nominees for 2022 are as follows:

President - Steve Patterson  WA3RTC

Vice President - Michael Pope  K4OLD

Secretary - Stacey MacArthur  W1LLO (Incumbent)

Treasurer - Kent Englebert  WS4Z (Incumbent)

As stated in the Bylaws, this slate of nominees will 
be presented at the September membership 
meeting. At that meeting, other nominations from the 
floor will be accepted, including those for the two 
incumbent positions. If no other nominations are 
offered and a membership quorum is present, the 
nominees can be voted in verbally by acclamation at 
the September meeting.

If there are additional nominations, all of the 
nominees will be published in the newsletter prior to 
the October meeting. The voting procedure outlined 
in the Bylaws will be followed at  the October 
membership meeting. No nominations will be 
accepted after the September membership meeting 
closes.

As a personal note, I'd like to thank my fellow 
Nominating Committee members for their 
dedication and hard work.

FARC Election, continued from page 1

Ray, K4ZGV’s Ham Console

Last month the Newsletter published an old ad about 
a company that made custom consoles for the ham 
market.  FARC member Ray Purdom, K4ZGV, had 
used that idea to have a custom console built for his 
ham gear when he moved away a few years ago.  

The picture here is how the console appeared when 
it was just finished at the factory in Tennessee.  Half 
the top folds up and half the top folds down to reveal 
a desk top and a shelf above.  My power supply and 
amp are behind the door on the bottom right.

Ray bio from QRZ:  First licensed in 1958 at the age 
of 14 as a Novice with the call, KN4ZGV.  Had a 

Technician license for a brief period and then 
received my General License on my 16th birthday 
with the call, K4ZGV. Finally upgraded to Extra 
Class in 2005.  (I don't think I could have ever 
passed the old 20 wpm test.  Although, I could copy 
25 or 30 wpm when not under pressure.)

First station was a Hallicrafters S-38D and a World 
Radio Laboratories Globe Scout 680A.  The nice 
feature of the S-38D was that you could hear the 
entire Novice band without tuning.  :o)  I upgraded to 
a National NC 173 and then to my favorite rig, a 
Sideband Engineers SBE 36.  You could read your 
log by the glow of the Nixie tubes.  A Yaesu FT-
101ZD was main rig for many years followed by an 
Icom IC-746.  I'm a proud new owner of a Yaesu FT 
DX 3000.

Other Hobbies - Playing Tennis and Golf, 
Gardening, Traveling, Woodworking, Computing, 
and Reading. (I am very slowly reconditionong a 
small sailboat.  It hasn't been in the water for ten 
years.)

Retired in 2013. Formerly, a Physicist and a 
University Administrator - Director, University 
Teaching and Learning Center, University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro

BS in Physics - Duke University 1965, MS in Physics 
- Purdue University 1968, PhD in Physics - Purdue 
University 1970.  Academic Interests - Condensed 
Matter and Medical Physics, Physics Education.  
We live part of the year on Hilton Head Island, SC.
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Echoes From the Past

by Wayne Ashworth, W4HG

It’s sometimes hard for some of us “older” amateurs 
to remember how things in our hobby used to be.  
Time flies and many times we hardly notice the past 
until we start looking back and remembering where 
we have been.

I first became part of W4NC (then the Winston-
Salem Amateur Radio Club) as a fresh Novice 
(KN4CDZ) in early 1955.  It was overwhelming.  As a 
high school sophomore I had just graduated from 
being an SWL to actually trying to make contacts 
with the most basic of homemade rigs and the 
world’s broadest receiver, a Hallicrafters S-38D.

The club was massive to a new ham; the building on 
Bellvue Street, two large towers supporting the 75 
meter dipole and a shack, filled with a Collins exciter 
to a KW that took up one entire side of the room and 
a great Hammurland HQ-129X receiver.  I was in 
heaven.  The station afforded the opportunity to 
actually get on phone with a control operator close 
by. 

As a couple of years passed and I was able to get 
through the General exam in an old Reynolds High 
School classroom in front of the FCC examiner from 
Norfolk.  The greeting at the door was a Notary, 
anxious to make a few bucks to notarize your licence 

application.  It was required then.  The test was 
some basic theory, drawing a couple of circuit 
diagrams, knowledge of some amateur regulations 
and then that dreaded code test.  

Even with almost a year of operating under my belt, 
sending and copying in front the examiner (Russell 
Banks) was nothing short of terror.  Failing would put 
me off the air as my one year non-renewable Novice 
ticket was fast approaching expiration.  The CW was 
further a problem as the old code sending machine 
was cranked up to high volume and the dits and 
dahs bounced merrily off the high ceilings and 
wooden floors.  Passing was a major milestone.

The club’s senior members such as Wilson Lamb 
SR (W4BOH), Amos Clark (W4ROE), Charlie 
Everest (W4HKB), Beacham Leonard (W4RXG) 
Dalla Watts (W4UQU), Roy Tyack (W4YSB), and 
many others were a huge supportive group in 
teaching us newbies what to do and more 
importantly what not to do.

Those early days were hugely exciting as everything 
was new.  Getting to know the local hams came on 
Saturday mornings when everyone who could 
gathered on 3803 and then adjourned to Banner’s 
Restaurant to swap jokes, brag on the latest 
contacts, and to absorb Wilson’s latest recipe for 
some new dish.

Those days in the 1950s were not without some 
bumps in the road.  The local amateur community 

Wayne was news director at WTOB in the 1960s and 
through the early 1970s.  Photo Courtesy of Digital 
Forsyth.

Pictured is Hal Slaughter, then KN4CJI, a Gray High 
student and son of Charlie Slaughter, W4IDR.
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had three pretty distinct factions.  First was the local, 
largely 75 meter AM folks.  Second was the ‘Western 
Electric’ group of mostly amateurs from outside the 
local area and brought to town as operations at the 
Lexington Road and Reynolda Road plants 
continued to grow.  Finally there were those of us 
who were new to the hobby, trying to find our niche 
and learn while not being too obvious.

The groups gradually melded into one, much to the 
delight of delight of those of us in group three.  It was 
a magical time.

The Shell Weather Tower on WSJS television, hosted by 
Bryan McMurry. Quality Oil (Shell) was the sponsor for 
the weather report.  The Shell Weather tower, was a set in 
the WSJS-TV studio, where the weather man would 
pretend to climb up the stairs and then go down the stairs 
after the presentation.  KORN-y?  Yes.  But it was the 
1960s TV.  And people argued about “weather” it was real 
or not.  Photo courtesy of Digital Forsyth.

Flash forward, past military years, back to Winston-
Salem and then came the newfound arena of two 
meter AM…and the ability for even more amateurs, 
even Novices, to enjoy the local area phone 
contacts.  145.2 and 145.35 quickly, but  not entirely, 
supplanted 3803 as the 
local gathering spot and 
a c t i v i t y  s k y r o c k e t e d . 
Gonset Communicators 
and Heathkit Twoers were 
the introduction to VHF and 
activity flourished.

Tanglewood was the croquet court, followed by 
antennas and then the rigs.  Tales of times past, 
offered up at the croquet court by W4BOH and 
W4DCQ, were all amazing and fascinating to us 
youngsters.  It was the best of times.  

There were celebrities such as Johnny Beckman 
(W4BTX) from the Shell Weather Tower on Channel 
12.  Little did I realize that years later I would also 
end up at Channel 12.  I can blame that on a brief 
comment by Wilson Lamb Sr. back in the fifties who 
remarked, “You’ve got a pretty good voice.  You 
might want to consider radio.”  I did . . .  radio and TV 
provided a great career.  Somehow they led to my 
amateur radio passion . . .  CW.  Don’t know how to 
explain that.

Times change.  Modes of operation change.  Look 
at the digital modes of today.  Absolutely amazing.  
W4NC for me goes back 66 years now.  I wonder 
what the future holds.  

73, Wayne

It’s been a great hobby, filled with lifetime friends, 
great experiences…like my first Field Day in 1955 
watching with awe as the first thing to be erected at 

MANY JEEPS HAVE THIS AS A FOOT REST.  
KUDOS TO SOMEBODY FOR THE MORSE CODE.
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Let's talk about antennas

Last month was about HF dipoles.  I knew 
somebody would get technical with it, and I was not 
disappointed.  To summarize it, just pick a band and 
put one up.  It is simple, and usually easy.  Works 
from 160 to 6 meters, and even higher, but above 6 
you have better options.  Other than 40/15 which are 
harmonically related, if you want multiple bands, it 
may be fussy, but not that fussy.  And I should add 
that 6 meters is harmonically related (well, almost) 
with 40 and most 40 meter antennas will work, at 
least with a 6-meter tuner, so that gets three bands.  
I’ve found that adding a 20 meter dipole to a 40 
meter dipole seems fairly easy.  80 and 40, which 
are two prime dipole bands, seems more fussy, not 
entirely sure why, but again not that hard.

Lets talk about a simple vertical.  That is usually an 
easy antenna.  Back in the 1970s, when I lived in 
Miami, where there are no trees to speak of, I had 
great trouble with any wire antennas.  But I put up a 
20-meter vertical 1/4-wave made out of copper 
tubing, about 14 feet, and suddenly the world was 
calling.  Single band and it was simple.  I had a 
chain-link fence to attach it to, which worked as a 
ground/radial system.  Also I had a well, so I hooked 
to that too.

The basic dipole is 1/4 wave length.  It is a really 
good transmitting antenna, and good for reception, 
especially on higher bands.  80 and 160 may be 
noisy on receive.  AM broadcast stations have 
always used them, or variations on the 1/4 
wavelength.  Back in my broadcast days I remember 
that was an article about diminishing returns on 

radials, I think the rule was 16 was the basic rule, 
beyond that, when you were putting a lot of copper in 
the ground, more were diminishing returns.  1/4-
wave has input impedance of about 37 ohms, close 
enough to 50.  This is the resonant length, shorter is 
capacitive, longer is inductive, but at 1/4 the vertical 
is all perfect radiation resistance.  Input impedance 
is a complex subject, a little too much for this article.  
Let’s just go with 1/4-wave, but other lengths are an 
option, but stay away for 1/2-wave lengths, just as a 
rule.  5/8-wave length is also an option.

First, you do need radials.  I don’t care what ads 
claim.  A vertical needs, basically, an electrical mirror 
under it.  It can be simulated with only one 
counterpoise, but more is better.  Even so, there is a 
point of diminishing returns.  Four will work really 
well, if that’s all you can do, and it is probably 
enough.

You don’t need a balun.  A vertical is already 
unbalanced since one side is ground.  And one nice 
thing is that it radiates in all directions.  And one bad 
thing, it radiates in all directions.  Before anyone 
mentions it, one wit said that a vertical radiates 
equally poorly in all directions.  Well, yes.  but it also 
radiates equally well in all directions.  So that is a 
plus and a minus.  In my mind, it is a plus, since it 
radiates directly to the horizon, which is best for DX.

Just an aside, short antennas can have a 
“capacitance” hat on top to make it tune better to 
lower frequencies, but that is a complex topic for 

FARC Newsletter Page 10
Continued on next page
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another day.  Just want to mention that is why you 
sometimes see verticals, especially on vehicle, with 
some big cross-arms or the like, to form a top hat for 
80 and 40.

There is also an option, a 43-foot vertical.  This 
length, is something that a tuner will generally match 
on most all HF bands.  It is not a match on any band 
so it does require a tuner.  It really needs a 1:4 unun 
at the base.  It is tall enough that you may have to put 
some guy lines on it, although there are some 
commercial ones made that are self standing.  You 
can probably build one that is free standing, but 
you’ll probably have to buy some aluminum tubing.

43 feet is about 5/8 wave-length, not exactly, but 
close, on 20 meters.  That is a great wavelength for 
DX.  So this might be great for 20-meter DX.  That it 
can be tuned for most all bands is a plus.  Yes it is a 
little short for 80 meters, but generally tunable.  That 
doesn’t mean efficient on 80, but tunable and it will 
work.  Since it is better for DX, that may be a minus 
on 80-meters, but as short as it is I don’t think it will 
go that much to the horizon.  160 MHZ is the same 
thing, but a switchable coil at the base will tune it 
better, but not the best for 160.  It also is not the best 
for 10 MHZ, since it is close a half wave-length there.  

Half wavelength yields a high impedance. But for a 
multi-band antenna it may be a good choice, 
perhaps better than a trap vertical.

There are a number of great commercial multi-band 
antennas.  Usually using traps.  I do not wish to get 
into a Ford vs. Chevrolet vs. Lamborgini argument.  
Most all are good and will be acceptable on most 
bands.  Some better than others, so your mileage 
may vary.  The same comments about traps from 
dipoles apply here.  They are fine when new, but 
critters like to find their way in, and lightning damage 
can sometimes be an issue.  But everything needs 
maintenance.

For the lower bands, some have used fiberglass and 
wound coils along it.  There has been some good 
160 verticals made this way.

There is no one perfect antenna.  All are some kind 
of compromise.  But for simplicities sake, a vertical 
may be easier than a dipole.  Especially for 40 
meters and above.  40-meters because that is a 
height thing, and 40 meters can be challenging to 
put up in the air.  Any length can be tuned to a band 
with either a coil or a capacitor.  Coils will tune it 
lower, capacitors will tune it higher, and it may take a 
combo to tune it exactly, which is what a tuner does.  
It is much more efficient to do this at the base of the 
vertical than to do it over coax, while the radio will 
match, coax does have loss, much greater when it 
isn’t matched to its impedance, more than you might 
think.

But if you are new to HF, this is a quick option.  And in 
HOAs, you can sneak one in sometimes.  Even if 

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/policy/army/fm/7-92/fm792_14.htm

Continued on next page
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HF Privileges for Technicians

Many people get their Technician license, and then 
stop there.  If that is what you really want, then OK.  
but is it really?  You probably got into ham radio 
either to talk to people or for the technical challenge. 
Either way, the frequencies below 30 MHZ open a lot 
more opportunities.  You don’t have to have the 
latest, greatest whizz-bang HF radio out there.  
There are a lot of older HF rigs that can be found in 
the $100-200 range.  Yes, some of them have tubes, 
but solid-sate radio abound also.  

First let’s look at what you can do now with just 
Technician Privileges.  

Modes You Can Use (200 watts PEP maximum power)

 Band   Frequencies  Privileges
   (In MHZ) 
 
 80 meters  3.525 – 3.600   CW only

 40 meters  7.025 – 7.125   CW only

 15 meters  21.025 – 21.200   CW only

 10 meters  28.000 – 28.300   CW and RTTY/data    
   10 meters  28.300 – 28.500   CW and phone

 Above 50 MHZ    All amateur privileges

CW = Morse code; PEP = peak envelope power; RTTY = radio teletype.

Yes, so many people want to use FT8, and you can, 
but only on 10 and 6 meters.  Yes, technically, there 
are data privileges on 2, and 440 and 960, that 
doesn’t help if you are talking only to yourself.  While 
it seems like it has been a long time since the 10 and 
6 meter bands were open, well now it looks like 
sunspots are back and it is possible to work into 
many countries on FT8 on 10 and 6.  I even heard 
Oman back in June on 6-meters.  Back in the late 
1950s and 1960s at the peak of those sunspot 
cycles 10-meters was open to much of the world.  It 
is likely that will be coming back.  

http://webclass.org/k5ijb/antennas/Vertical-antennas.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monopole_antenna

you have a dipole, this gives another, very simple 
option.  If you live in an HOA, there are some 
options.  One is to put something in an attic.  Usually 
a shortened dipole.  One thing as a careful option, 
and one I used as a teenager, is to connect to gutters 
and tune that.  But I gave my Dad the shock of his life 
that way.

Bottom line, dipole first, then put up a vertical.  Cut it 
for 20-meters and above, is easy.  43-foot is a really 
good choice, tunable on all bands.  acceptable 

DID YOU KNOW THAT BY 
REPLACING YOUR POTATO 
CHIPS WITH GRAPEFRUIT
SLICES YOU CAN LOSE AS 
MUCH AS 90% OF THE JOY 

LEFT IN YOUR LIFE?
Continued on next page

See Final Thoughts on page 31
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First HF Radio?

What kind of radio can you get?  Options abound.  If 
SSB is your thing, almost any older rig will do.  If it is 
a tube rig, just make sure it puts out close to 100 
watts.  It is easy to abuse the final tubes, but if they 
are hitting 75-80 watts then they should sail on for a 
good while - if you take care of them.  But tuning the 
output is something of an art.  As a rule, it would be 
best to look for something newer.

If you want to do CW, then a 500 Hz CW filter is most 
important.  While it is possible to go back to some of 
the earlier receivers which had a crystal filter, Q-
multiplier and the like, I assume that is not what you 
are looking for.  While you can use an older radio 
that has a 2.8 kHz or so passband for CW, it may be 
frustrating.  On the other end you probably don’t 
want a 200 Hz crystal filter, that is a high speciality 
item, and it is too frustrating to tune with that.  Just 
too narrow.  A 500 Hz CW filter is what you want.  
Many times a used crystal filter can be found for 
older radios if it doesn’t come with one.  The CW 
filter is often “parted-out” on eBay or another site 
when a radio can’t be fixed.  And CW filters don’t 
usually go bad.  If over 55+ years of being a ham, 
and spending a lot of that time doing ham repairs, I 
have never seen a bad one.

Newer modern radios use Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) and you can use that to get a narrow filter for 
CW, but it is not as good as a real 500 Hz CW filter.  
Strong signals, which are outside the passband will 
“pump” the receiver IF and make the desired signal 
hard to hear.

It used to be a big thing to do some Short Wave 
Listening.  While many of the big SWL broadcasters 
are gone, there is still some stuff to listen too, but you 
may have to hunt a lot for them, especially in 
English.  In some parts of the world where there are 
big countries and there may not be as much access 
to technology (India, China, Russia, Central and 
South America) short wave is still big, but mostly 
done in those languages.  That is not to say that 
those countries are technically backwards, just that 
they are very big, and not everyone can afford or 
even have access to the internet.  I know from a trip 
to Costa Rica about 10 years ago, almost 
everybody, almost everywhere, had an AM radio 
running loud in the background.  Blasting LOUD 
might be more descriptive.  Radio is still a prime way 
to communicate, and SW travels well.  It is likely 
SWL isn’t a prime passion, but something you might 
like to consider when looking at an older radio is 
general coverage.  Not a deal killer, but just a little 
more fun.  However, on SW, if you subtract the 

Older rigs like this Swan 350 can be fun, for a while.  
But as a beginner it might be best to avoid 
something like this.  If you do find one at a good 
price, well OK.  Know that you can’t control the VFO 
with a computer, they may be drifty (Swan 3-Drifty?) 
and with a passband for SSB they don’t make good 
CW rigs.  If you do find a bargain, just beware, 
generally avoid anything that doesn’t have 6146 
tubes in the output, the 350 has a 6MJ6 in the final, 
harder to find.  There were some rigs made that had 
more power out using other sweep tubes, but all 
those tubes are hard to come by too.  6146s, and the 
others, can still be found, but they are getting 
pricey.  However one nice thing is that these can be 
repaired.  But get  advice from someone 
knowledgeable before spending much. The key 
here to tune the final to protect the tubes.quickly 

IC-7300 is a popular HF rig among many FARC 
members.  It is HF-6 meters.  Yaesu FT-991A is 
also a good choice, it is HF-6 meters at 100 watts 
and includes 2 meters and 440 MHz.  Both are in 
the $1200 price class new.  You’ll also need a 
power supply, so budget that.  They carry a lot of 
“bang-for-the-buck.”

Continued on next page
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re l ig ious broadcasters,  then the pol i t ica l 
broadcasters (including governments), then there is 
basically almost zero left to listen to.  So general 
coverage is not a must.

The problem with older radios may be parts.  Even 
the solid-state radios.  RF output transistors are the 
most problematic to get.  The older tube radios, 
really should have all electrolytic capacitors 
replaced in the power supply, and maybe even some 
of the older solid-state radios.  Electrolytic 
capacitors go bad, given enough time, especially 
multiple decades.  Tube and hybrid radios are in 
their 50s now, age-wise.  And even some solid-state 
rigs are approaching 50 years old.  New is better.

For a new ham, unless someone offers an older tube 
rig for free, keep walking.  Swan, Drake, Heathkit 
and the like are really not the rigs for newcomer to 
HF.  Yaesu FT-101?  Run.  Yes, they all can be fun, 
and have a place, especially for us older hams, but 
probably not for most newcomers.  Unless its free.  
And even then if it needs to work, it likely will just take 
up desk space.  But they look nice.

Another problem is that the older radios get an F in 
conduct, in they don’t work and play well with 
computers.  While you can manage CW and even 
FT8 with older radios, the VFO may not be tunable 
by the computer.  And some of the oldest rigs drift a 
little, or a lot, which might add an additional 
challenge to digital operation,  It’s not impossible, 
but it adds a level of challenge.

How about solid-state rigs?  The ICOM IC-701 was 
the first synchronized fully solid-state HF radio on 
the market and it came out about 1978.  And yes, it’s 
all solid state. It had the funny thing of running in 100 
Hz steps, but it is still a usable radio.  Sort-of.  These 

The Kenwood TS590SG is  Kenwood’s 
introductory HF rag.  It includes 6 meters.  

Elecraft has some serious options, but more money.  The K3, 
shown above, is the total favorite of many FARC members, 
and the club owns 2 of them, and members more than a dozen 
more.  While the K3 is not made any more, some are showing 
up on the used market at some good prices, some were at 
Shelby along with KX3s.  Just be aware that there were many 
options, that put a new K3 above $5,000 new.  And many of the 
options were really worth it.  The optional tuner was seriously 
worth the money, but fewer were sold with that.  2nd receiver, 
not so much for most people.  There are aftermarket CW 
filters.  The one shown above, while more a basic model, it 
sold on eBay for less than $1,200.  As the K4 comes into 
production, expect to see more K3 models show up on the 
used market and better and better deals.

have been seen almost begging for a new owner at 
hamfests.  It is over 45 years old though.  
Recommendation, go for something newer.

How about some of the newest goodies coming from 
China with loads of bells-and-whistles for 
reasonable amount of money?  Quality varies, and 
by varies, that means anything from a worthless pile 
of carp (that’s a fish) to really nice radios.  Even in 
the same model.  You spins the wheel and you takes 
your chance.  Not to say don’t, but think about it.

If you are spending a good pile of money, then it is 
hard to go wrong with new Yaesu, Kenwood, Icom or 
Elecraft.  If you can spare about a kilo-buck, really 
just a little over, there are some really nice new rigs 
available.  Again, we can have that Chevrolet vs. 
Ford vs. Chrysler argument.  Any of the big 4 
mentioned are likely to be good.  I don’t want to 
forget about Flex Radio, but that usually runs into 
much bigger money.  Nice rigs, if you have the 
budget.

If you are new to HF, it might be best to find an 
acceptable used radio to see what modes you like to 
operate.  But remember that old hamfest line:  
“Does it work?”  “Yup, last time I used it.”  That’s 
obviously because the owner quit using it when it 
stopped working.  

Continued on next page
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And if you get a used rig and have problems?  Can it 
be fixed?  Maybe, but for most modern radios that is 
a specialized job with surface mount parts which 
requires more than most new hams can do.  And 
even for many experienced hams today repairs are 
beyond the skill set if it gets very deep.  But the older 
tube rigs are usually easily repairable.

What about kits?  There are some, usually QRP rigs, 
but while that is fun to build, it may not be the best for 
day-to-day hamming.  And QRP can be frustrating 
with limited antennas.  Don’t limit yourself from the 
beginning. 

How about eBay?  Uh, OK.  But buyer beware.  
While writing this I did a search and turned up 330 
rigs sold between $500 and $1000 recently.  And 
almost 750 from $100 to $500.  Avoid anything that 
says “untested”, that is usually eBay code for 
doesn’t work.  And don’t go for anything sold to the 
CB market.  While eBay seems to be everybody’s 
first choice, please be careful here.  It is the 
scammer’s first choice too.  And selling on eBay is 
an iffy proposition.  It costs, and if the buyer 
complains, eBay will give them their money back, no 
matter what.  As a multi-decade seller on eBay, and I 

https://swap.qth.com/

have sold well into 6-digits, I have quit and will not 
ever go back.  To sell, if you can’t hamfest it, then go 
to one of the sites listed below.  Or, hey, there is a 
classified section in this Newsletter too.  And locally 
you will not have to ship it, or pay fees.  (A small 
donation to the club is welcome, however.)

Hamfests?  Great idea.  FARC has one coming up in 
October.  There is a nice hamfest in Rock Hill, SC 
this month.  Ask a more experienced ham to go with 
you if this is a first time purchase.  And know that 
everyone has opinions, often strongly held opinions 

about rigs.  With all the choices, a great idea might 
be to look for something newer that has a spectrum 
display, sometimes called a pan adapter.  Not at all a 
deal killer if it doesn’t have one, but it is nice.  It 
shows what is happening across the band.  For a 
newcomer you really do want something that will 
connect to a computer, for digital modes, to control 
frequency, and for logging.

There are several good internet sites for used ham 
gear.  Probably one of the best is  , a www.qth.com
personal favorite.  Another is  .  And www.eham.com
don’t forget  .  These sites do their best www.qrz.com
to keep scammers out, and as a rule I would trust 
them far more than eBay.  But still be careful.  These 
sites are also great for finding reviews of about 
everything ham related, especially eham.  Check 
them out first, before that certain auction site.  there 
are others, but I don’t know much about them.

Looking for a firm rig recommendation?  OK, here it 
is.  Don’t get too attached to the first rig you see.  
There is always another deal out there.  Please ask 
for advice from an older ham.  And if you buy 
something and it isn’t exactly what you want, then 
sell it at the next hamfest and find another.  Or keep it 
and buy another.  Hey, you can’t have too many 
radios.

WB4HFN’s Drake section.  Looks like he had to add a shelf 
at the top.  Can’t have too many radios.  While I love Drake 
radios, especially the old TR4 and TX4 set (the B receiver 
more than the C), with their blue-lit analog dials, a 
newcomer might look for something more modern.  But 
they are beautiful radios.  And real radios glow in the dark, 
at least for me.
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3rd Monday FARC Board 
Meetings

The FARC business meeting (this is where the 
work gets done!) will be once again held at 66 
Pizza ON STRATFORD ROAD. All FARC 
members are invited to the business meeting and 
have a vote.  Usually we have 19-25 people for 
this meeting.  We hold this on the third Monday 
because if we didn’t, there would not be time for a 
program on 2nd Mondays.  For those who do not 
feel comfortable (some have compromised 
immune systems) the business meeting will still 
also be on Zoom for those who wish to attend that 
way.  All are welcome.

For those who live in Davidson County, 66 Pizza 
has opened a new restaurant in Thomasville.  You 
might want to give that a spin.  (But FARC meets 
on Stratford Road at 66 Pizza, just behind Village 
Tavern).

, 2021

July 12 FARC starts meeting again at 
Red Cross

After discussions with the Red Cross, we can start 
using the facility in July under the following 

See?  The sky is not falling.

We have held our first 
meeting in the Blood 
Services building and all 
went well.  Lots to do to 
ge t  a l l  gear  up  and 
running in the new shack, 
but it is going to be nice.

Please remember that 
we are guests of the Red 
Cross, and the other 
building is a Bio-Medical 

facility and falls under some different rules, much 
like a hospital.  Mainly it is used for blood and 
plasma collection, and possibly some other medical 
uses.  As such parts of the building are off limits to 
us.  And it has been requested that we wear 
masks to the September meeting.  We have lost 
some good friends to the pandemic, and no one 
really knows where this is headed.  Let’s not add to 
that list.  Please remember your mask.

Collins Mechanical Filter

Robert A. Johnson, Mechanical filter pioneer
IEEE Fellow, died 18 April

Johnson served in the U.S. Army for two years after he earned a 
bachelor's degree in engineering at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. While enlisted, he worked on radio electronics for radar 
vans at the Army's Aberdeen Proving Ground, in Maryland. Following 
his honorable discharge, he returned to UCLA to pursue a master's 
degree.

After graduating, he joined Coll ins Radio—now Coll ins 
Aerospace—headquartered in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. During his 
career, he designed 14 patented electromechanical filters.

He was an IEEE member for 60 years and presented several papers 
at the organization's conferences. He also wrote Mechanical Filters 
in Electronics, the first book in a series about the design, fabrication, 
and uses of filters.

Thanks to Chuck K4RGN for passing this along
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DX Operations for September 
2021

By Dick, W4PID

First off, lets congratulate 
Mason, KM4SII once again, 
for being the recipient of The 
A m a t e u r  R a d i o  D i g i t a l 
Communications Scholarship.  
He was one of 6 students to 
receive $25,000 from the 
ARRL in the form of fantastic 
scholarships.  Please see

h t tp : / /www.ar r l .o rg /news/ar r l - founda t ion-
announces-2021-scholarship-awards 

for more information on these scholarships and the 
rules involved.  

100 watts and a wire.  

It’s cool proposition and catchy 
phrase.  It’s also a contest for 
September.  Now I am not normally a 
contester, but I belong to the SEDXC 
group out of Atlanta.  They are a great 
group, and have lots of neat ideas 

Continued on next page

, 2021

W4PID

about DX in general.  They sponsored a 100 Watts 
and a Wire contest in 2007 and it was a big hit.  I 
think it ran for a year with monthly winners and a 
grand overall winner.  Funds for prizes etc came 
from members and club grants.  Well, this year they 
are going to do it again.  And they want outsiders to 
join in the fun.  

https://t-rexsoftware.com/sedxc/  has all the details.  

I think this might be a fun contest for W4NC folks to 
try as a club activity.  It does  not have to be DX, 
could be WAS in a month, etc.  The main idea is to 
get folks active.

ACTIVITY

The Bouvet Shell Game –   

First off, you need three cups, and up to three boats, 
forty or more hams  And a bazillion feet of coax to put 
under the cups.

3Y0Z trip failed in 2018.  
They were within sight of 
the island, after a trip from 
South America, when the 
transmission on one of 
the two drive lines failed, 
and the captain declared 
the boat an unsafe vessel 
and sailed to South Africa 
to let off the passengers 
and crew.  No cup needed 
for this one. https://dxnews.com/3y0z/

3Y0Z

3Y0I

https://dxnews.com/3y0i/

3Y0I, Dom Grzyb plans on an assault on Bouvet this 
early winter, 2021.  He has gotten within 60 or so 
nautical miles of the island in 2019 when a rogue 
wave ripped apart the topside of his boat, crippling it 
beyond continuing the journey.  All the money went 
into getting back alive.  His boat situation is 
unknown to me.  Google Rebel  DX group and see 
various web pages about his activity.
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I have confidence in Dom as he also is an 
experienced DXpeditioner and will do his best to put 
on a good show.

So the Intrepid DX group decided that they wanted 
to get in on the action, and secured the RV 
Braveheart for their trip (a very DXPedition 
experienced boat) and formed an alliance with Ken 
LA7GIA and others to make the journey in 2023.  It’s 
a Norwegian entity, after all, and good to have home 
folks on the trip, right?

Then RV Braveheart was taken out of the picture 
due to an impending sale in June 2021.  The 
contract was cancelled, and it looked like the trip 
was in jeopardy.  Intrepid cancelled their plans in 
June 2021.

On August 3, Intrepid announced they had a new 
boat arrangement, and was on the way to put 3Y0J 
back on Bouvet.  However, they reformed their 
group and Ken, LA7GIA (a fabulous DXpeditioner in 
his own right) was not part of the team.  Unfortunate 
for Intrepid, Ken is the holder of the call 3Y0J.

While we are talking about Dom, note that he is 
planning on a trip to Conway Reef, which is very 
recent news (Sept 2 recent).  He will be the only 
operator and will have a good signal here.  If you 
don’t have Conway, this is the time to nail it down.  
He will be there for a few days.  You will have to read 
the clusters like DXHeat to see when 3D2CR is on 
the air.  Expect a lot of FT8 and CW.  He is the same 
as 3D2USU.  I *know* you’ve already worked him 
under that call.  He also has a Rebel DX Group 
Facebook page which is VERY informative.

Continued on the next page

5UAIHM will be active (not a typo) from Niger from 
Sept 11 to October 22, 2021.  His target is 40 and 
20m CW.
 
3X2021 will be active from Conakry, Guinea from 
mid September for several months, maybe as long 
as 5 years.  He was the op behind J28PJ and 
expects to be taking side trips to IOTA locations 
nearby. (Picture next page)
  

, 2021

Meanwhile. on August 8, Ken, along with LA7THA 
Rune, and LB1QI Erwann, announced that they 
have put together *their* 3Y0J operation, and plan 
on being QRV in 2022.  This plan will put them on the 
island during the winter of 2022-2023.    Still with me 
<snicker>? So the website is listed below.  They 
have already received donations in excess of 
100,000 USD, which is significant since it’s well over 
a year until the trip actually takes place. 

https://www.3y0j.no/

Maybe this is the group that will give me Bouvet.  
And W4HG and a pile of other folks that need #2 on 
the most wanted list.  And Editor Don will sit back 
and laugh at all of us since he already has Bouvet, 
and will have it confirmed when he finds his log.  [Ed:  
The computer ate my homework!]

https://www.dx-world.net/5h3mb-tanzania/

5H3MB

 
5H3MB will be active from Tanzania September 25 
to November 20.  He goes there periodically to help 
out in the medical field.  He has a great signal and 
was one of my first 5H3 contacts.  He will be all 
bands, all modes, with amps.  He uses wire 
antennas and is very effective.
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Harald, 9X2AW will be active from Rwanda from 
September 13 thru September 28.   He always has a 
nice signal and is usually very active while he is on 
mission work in this end of the world.   Look for him 
on HF using CW, SSB, and Digi.

FP/KV1J trip to St/ Pierre and Miquelon is back on.  
Covid cancelled a trip earlier in the summer, but now 
they are scheduled to be on the air from September 
21 to October 5.  All the details are at

http://www.kv1j.com/fp/Sep21.html

Z68XX will be active from Kosovo from September 
10-13.  He will be using mostly CW.  Keep up with 
him on the various clusters like DXHeat.

Keep a lookout for Tonga, A35JP.   JA0RQV is 
activating that entity as part of a work assignment, 
and will be active with 100W and a vertical on 80-6M 
CW, SSB, FT8.  This activity will be until early 
November 2021.  The IOTA is OC-049.  He is 
located on Nuku’alofa Tongatapu Island and is QRV.

, 2021

S9OK , Sao Tome,  will be 
put in service by a group 
from the Czech Republic 
in October.  Dates at this 
time are Oct 2 – Oct 16, 
with 8 operators and as 
many as 4-6 stations 
QRV 24/7 from 160 M to  
6M including 60M ( Don 

Sao Tome

3X2021

https://www.dx-world.net/3x2021-guinea/

https://www.dx-world.net/9x2aw-rwanda/

http://www.kv1j.com/fp/Sep21.html

https://www.dx-world.net/?s=Z68XX

Z68XX

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/S9CQ.jpg

Sao Tome & PrincipeS90K

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/a35jp-1280x640.jpg

Continued on the next page
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says YEAAAA ) on CW, SSB, and Digital.  QSL via 
LOTW, and OQRS, presumably ClubLog.  The last 
expedition there was  a couple of years ago and it 
was all FT-8.  Great unless you only used CW or 
SSB.  This time the team will be there for several 
days and operating with the expectation of many 
thousand QSO’s.
 
I have found that the DXHeat website is good for 
spotting IOTA activations, and some of them slip up 
on you.

Keep an eye on the NG3K link below.. There will be 
many smaller expeditions over the next thirty days 
that are to places not so rare, but if you don’t have 
them they are as good as North Korea to boost your 
scores.
   
The DX world of today is a very rapidly changing 
beast, and impossible to track with a monthly NL.  
The following links will take you to multiple sources 
of information concerning DX activities.  

https://dx-world.net 
https://dxnews.com
https://clublog.org/
https://dxheat.com/
https://dxwatch.com/
https://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html

73 DE W4PID

But I want pretty QSL cards for my 
wall , , ,

LOTW (Logbook Of The World) and eQSL are great 
for just confirmation but I like the pretty QSL cards.  
W4PID mentioned the QSL bureaus last month.  If 

ARRL
INCOMING/
OUTGOING

QSL
BUREAUS

you work lots of DX you should have an envelope on 
file with the incoming bureau.  SASE - but don’t put 
too much postage on it, they will wait until its full.  Put 
2 ounces of postage and tape an extra stamp or two, 
if you are expecting a lot of cards, they will use the 
extra stamps, if needed.  And remember these guys 
are volunteers, they appreciate a little donation to 
help with expenses.  To use to outgoing bureau you 
must be a member of the ARRL (good idea, 
anyway).  Since most  FARC members have a 4 call 
here are the two main ones.  If you have another 
number in your call then go to ARRL.org and search 
for QSL Bureau.  They will give you the full skinney.

The W4 call area incoming bureau is divided into 
TWO SECTIONS.  Pick the one that matches your 
callsign:

All fourth-area call signs with single-letter prefixes 
(K4, N4, W4):

Carolina DX Association
W4 K4 N4 QSL Bureau, PMB#305
631 Brawley School Rd STE 200B
Mooresville, NC  28117-6209
 
Comments or questions on this bureau's operation 
may be directed to sturpe@gmail.com.

All fourth-area call signs with two-letter prefixes 
(AA4, KB4, NC4, WD4, etc):

Sterling Park Amateur Radio Club
Call Box 599
Sterling, VA 20167

SAY C . . . Q!
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Handheld Programming Class

FARC held our first HT programming class on 
August 21 at the Red Cross.  If you have a handheld 
and don’t know how to program it, don’t feel bad.  
Many hand-helds, especially those made a few 
years ago are almost impossible to program without 
the manual.  And probably even impossible with the 
manual.  Manufacturers have improved this over the 
years, especially the past few years, but it is still 
much harder than it needs to be.

If you missed it, don’t despair,  We will offer this 
again in a few months.

Basic 2 Meter Programming

One program you need is Chirp, which is available 
free on line. It works with most radios.  The next 
thing you will need is a list of local 2-meter 
frequencies in use in this area, and any area you are 
likely to travel to.  And you will need a programming 
cable specific to your radio.  There is a frustrating 
problem with those cables.  The best USB chips are 
made by FTDI.  A company called Prolific made the 
clones of the FTDI chips.  Most of the programming 
cables use Prolific chips.  And Microsoft quit 
supporting the Prolific chips.  So this may be a 
problem, which requires you to get the right driver for 
your cable. Check into a Wednesday night FARC 
group if you need help with this issue.

You can get the download from Chirp for repeaters 
within a certain distance from your home.  But you 
may get a lot of repeaters you will never use.  Let’s 
narrow the list.

First off you need the simplex frequencies.   146.52
MHZ is numero uno.  Then there is and 146.55 
146.58, which are the go-to frequencies when ‘52 is 
busy.  Then there is  MHZ which is the main 446.000
simplex calling frequency on 440.  You will need 
145.47, -600 kHz, 100 Hz tone 146.64, -600 .  And 
kHz, 100 Hz 444.275, +5 MHZ,100 Hz tone.  And  
tone.  That covers the FARC repeaters. Also add 
147.315, +600, 100 Hz, K4GW.

Squelch

Your radio has a squelch, so that you don’t have to 
listen to the noise that is present when there is no 
signal.  Early repeaters used a noise squelch, just 
like your radio.  Because there is usually a lot of 
radio equipment running where the repeater is 
located, plus it is so high up that it can hear over a 
large area, noise squelches were often problematic, 
opening when you didn’t want them to.  Commercial 
manufacturers came up with an alternative.  The 
voice channel is 300 - 3000 Hz, but the transmitter 
can send frequencies below 300 Hz without 
problem.  A low level tone (about 10% of the full 
modulation) could be sent and a selective circuit at 
the repeater could listen for that specific tone to 
open the squelch.  This is also called a sub-audible 
tone.  The generic name is called this system 
CTCSS for Continuous Tone Coded Squelch 

TWO METER BAND PLAN

Continued on next page
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System.  Motorola called it Private Line.  Other 
names:  "Channel Guard" or "CG" from GE, "Quiet 
Call" from Ritron, "Quiet Channel" or "QC" from 
RCA, "Call Guard" from E. F. Johnson, "Quiet Tone" 
from Kenwood, and "Electronic Tone Squelch" or 
"ETS" from Canadian Marconi Company. There 
were others.  Same idea, just different brand name.  

FARC repeaters listens specifically for 100 Hz as a 
sub-audible tone.  If you don’t send 100 Hz, then it 
will not repeater your signal.  This is an analog 
system.  Other repeaters need another tone.  We 
selected 100 Hz because it is easy to remember.

There are also a number of different squelch 
systems.  Some are digital.  Popular in Europe is an 
analog 1800 Hz tone burst at the beginning of 
transmission.  Your radio likely will support many of 
these, and it may be listed in the manufacturer’s 
software, if you have that.  This is for compatibility 
with other systems.  None of those are in use in our 
area, so don’t worry about those.  

Band Plans

Now about repeaters.  The repeater listens on one 
frequency and transmits on another frequency.  I’ll 
pick 145.47 as an example.  While you are listening 
to 145.47 MHZ, the repeater is listening on 144.87 
(600 kHz lower).  The repeater has to be able to do 
both receive and transmit at the same time, and on 
the same antenna.  That is a big, serious 
technological trick and requires equipment which 
you don't have. Two meter repeaters use 600 kHz 
lower for repeaters with output in 145 and 146 MHZ 
frequencies and 600 kHz higher for 147 frequencies.  
Why - long, long story for another day.  440 MHZ 
repeaters use a 5 MHZ separation for transmit and 
receiver.  There are steps for each repeater channel 
pair.  Why?  Another long story.  Almost every 
2m/440 rig made in the past 40 years know the 
system and usually go to the correct pair, if the radio 
is set to repeat.  Most radios are set to repeat.  And 
yes, there are some exceptions, another long story.  
But 99% of the repeaters follow the system in this 
area.

2 meters is a heavily loaded band and there may be 
a not-so-nearby town on the same frequency (like 
Raleigh and Hendersonvile for 146.64).  Usually not 
a problem unless you were on top of a hill between 
the two towns.  Sometimes there will be a band 
opening (not so much in the past 20 years, but it 

does happen when conditions are right.)  Most hams 
just use a noise squelch for receive.  But if this is a 
problem, you can set your rig to have a tone-coded 
squelch on receive.  All FARC repeaters also 
transmit a 100 Hz sub-audible tone, so if you want 
to turn this on your rig, you can.  Generally you 
shouldn’t bother.  What you must do is set your 
transmitter to send the required tone.  Receive 

Two Meter and 
440 MHZ 
Simplex 
Frequencies

At the left are  of ALL
the 2-meter and the 
4 4 0  M H Z  s i m p l e x 
frequencies that are 
a u t h o r i z e d  i n  t h e 
southeastern US by the 
S o u t h  E a s t e r n 
Repeater Association.  
N o  t r a n s m i t  t o n e 
needed.  The ones with 
the * are to be used with 
caution because they 
are input frequencies 
on some repeaters, so 
t h o s e  s h o u l d  b e 
avoided.  

The only ones that I suggest you must 
program in are outlined in .  RED
These are the national FM simplex 
calling frequencies.  The ones in 
BLUE are also suggested, as those 
are alternatives when the main 
frequency is in use.  

What about all the others?  I would suggest you 
ignore them.  They can also be used, but probably 
there will be no one there, almost all of the time.  
Some are used by a few people for fairly private 
nets, like between old friends.  146.52 and 446.000 
at the main simplex frequencies.  Some people 
monitor 146.52 much of the time, so just know that 
someone is almost certainly listening.  If you are 
going to have a long chat, you might want to move off 
these two frequencies to an alternative, which is 
where 146.55 and 146.58 come in.  And yes, I used 
to run a scanner on all of these, and they are in use, 
at least some of the time, more than you might think.
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CTCSS is optional.  On a home station rig with really 
high antennas you will hear other repeaters.  I can 
hear 145.47 in West Virginia and also Gafney, SC, 
both are on 145.47.  And I can hear 146.64 in 
Raleigh.  Sometimes Hendersonville, NC. I am 
really quite high with a good antenna.  One 
especially weird night, I checked into the ARES net 
in Herdersonville, south of Asheville, with my 
handheld on its puny whip, and on my front porch.  I 
don’t think they believed me, but such band 
openings do exist, just not often.  Usually this 
happens from ducting, where there is some cold air 
up high that is sandwiched between two layers of 
warmer air.  Lower E and F layer skip can also 
happen, but 2-meters is the tippy top end for such 
and is rare.

Yeah, but what frequencies do I need?
 
I’ve been trying to get a list for a long time.  This took 
about 10 hours to pull together and I think it is the 
main repeaters in use in the counties listed.  Does it 
have mistakes?  I’m sure of it.  As best I can find out 
these are the main repeaters in use in the counties 
listed, but I am sure I left one off, and put some in that 
aren’t in the most use.  This is the best I can do.  
When it is so much trouble to program a radio, the 
last thing you need is uncertainty of what 
frequencies to use. Obviously I put Forsyth County 
at the top of the list.  This is, after all, the FORSYTH 
ARC.  Many of these can be hit from Forsyth County 
and as you move toward Wake.  I don’t have much 
info to the west.  There are a lot that you will not need 
just here in Forsyth County.  If you program 
everything into your radio, then it becomes hard to 
find what you want most.  I would welcome updates 
and corrections. You should be able to cut and past 
these from this pdf, they are separated by tabs.  
They are sorted by county, then by frequency.  If you 
want a spreadsheet email me at newsletter <at> 
w4nc <dot> com .
COUNTY  OUTPUT TONE DESCRIPTION
FORSYTH 53.010 88.5 Kernersville
FORSYTH 145.470 100 W4NC Wide Area
FORSYTH 146.640 CSQ W4NC Baptist Hospital Area
FORSYTH 146.865 88.5 Kernersville
FORSYTH 147.315 CSQ W4GW Wide Area
FORSYTH 444.125 100 Secondary UHF / ARES 
FORSYTH 444.275 100 Primary UHF AuxComm / ARES
FORSYTH 444.625 107.2 Kennersville
FORSYTH 444.750 DMR Tobaccoville
FORSYTH 444.850 CSQ Sauratown Mt. (K4GW)
   
DAVIDSON 29.680 CSQ Davidson - Thomasville
DAVIDSON 53.170 CSQ Davidson - Thomasville
DAVIDSON 145.290 CSQ Davidson - Thomasville
DAVIDSON 145.310 CSQ Davidson - Lexington
DAVIDSON 146.835 88.5 Davidson - Thomasville (K4GW)
DAVIDSON 146.910 CSQ Davidson - Lexington

DAVIDSON 147.000 88.5 Davidson - Thomasville
DAVIDSON 147.165 100 Davidson - High Point
DAVIDSON 441.800 CSQ Davidson - Thomasville
DAVIDSON 441.900 127.3 Davidson - Lexington
DAVIDSON 441.938 DMR Davidson - Lexington
DAVIDSON 443.325 88.5 Davidson - High Point
DAVIDSON 444.500 146.2 Davidson - Lexington
GUILFORD 145.150 100 GUIL AUX PRIMARY 
GUILFORD 145.150 100 GUIL AUX PRIMARY
GUILFORD 145.250 88.5 SKYWAN BACKUP 
GUILFORD 145.250 88.5 SKYWAN BACKUP
GUILDFORD 145.490 107.2 Gibbsonville (on air?)
GUILDFORD 145.490 107.2 Gibbsonville (on air?)
GUILFORD 146.760 156.7 Browns Summit 
GUILFORD 146.760 156.7 Browns Summit
GUILFORD 147.165 CSQ High Point ATOP HP HOSP
GUILFORD 147.165 CSQ  High Point ATOP HP HOSP 
GUILFORD 147.255 82.5 TRI SKY PRIM…RAND ARES 
GUILFORD 442.975 107.2 High Point 
GUILFORD 442.975 107.2 High Point 
GUILFORD 443.900 CSQ High Point ATOP RF MICR.
GUILFORD 443.900 CSQ  High Point ATOP RF MICR. 
GUILFORD 444.225 DMR BRWN SMT PRN/DMR
GUILFORD 444.225 DMR  BRWN SMT PRN/DMR 
GRAHAM  146.760 156.7 Graham County ARES 
GRAHAM  146.760 156.7 Graham County ARES
HENDERSON 443.050 136.5 Flat Rock
MECKLANBERG 145.350 CSQ  Charlotte (South West) 
MECKLANBERG 145.350 CSQ Charlotte (South West)
RANDOLPH   147.255 82.5 SKYWARN PRIM - Randolph 
RANDOLPH   147.255 82.5 SKYWARN PRIM - Randolph  
RANDOLPH   147.255 82.5 TRI SKY PRIM…RAND ARES
ROCKINGHAM  147.030 118.8 Rockingham ARES - Reidsville
ROCKINGHAM  147.030 118.8 Rockingham ARES - Reidsville 
ROWAN 145.410 136.5 Rowan ARES - China Grove 
ROWAN 145.410 136.5 Rowan ARES - China Grove
STOKES  53.950 100 Sauratown Mt.
STOKES  146.790 107.2 Stokes ARES - King
STOKES  442.638 DMR Sauratown Mt.
SURRY 145.110 100 Mt. Airy (NJ1K)
SURRY 145.110 100 Mt. Airy (NJ1K)
SURRY 145.130 103.5 Mt. Airy (N4VL)
SURRY 145.130 103.5 Mt. Airy (N4VL)
SURRY 145.330 100 Mt. Airy (N4VRD)
SURRY 145.330 100 Mt. Airy (N4VRD)
SURRY 146.925 100 Fusion Repeater (W4DCA)
SURRY 146.925 100 Fusion Repeater (W4DCA)
SURRY 444.525 100 Fusion Repeater (W4DCA)
SURRY 444.525 100 Fusion Repeater (W4DCA
VIRGINIA 145.330 77 Fancy Gap VA
VIRGINIA 145.330 77 Fancy Gap VA 
VIRGINIA 147.045 103.5 Fancy Gap VA
VIRGINIA 147.045 103.5 Fancy Gap VA 
WAKE 146.880 CSQ  Raleigh 
WAKE 146.880 CSQ Raleigh 
WAKE 442.150 131.8 Chapel Hill (North East)
WAKE 442.150 131.8 Chapel Hill (North East) 
WATAUGA 147.360 CSQ  Watauga ARES - Boone 
WATAUGA 147.360 CSQ Watauga ARES - Boone
WILKES   145.370 94.8 ARES / CC TRF NET ALT
WILKES   146.820 CSQ ARES / CC TRF NET 
YADKIN  146.610 85.4 Yadkinville 
YADKIN  147.015 CSQ Yadkinville
YADKIN  442.800 CSQ Yadkinville
YANCEY 145.430 82.5 Sparta/Green Mt NC 
YANCEY 145.430 82.5 Sparta/Green Mt NC

Under the tone column, CSQ, means carrier squelch, 
so you don’t need a tone.  DMR is a digital repeater, 
which requires a DMR handheld.  Fusion repeaters 
will (usually) handle an analog handheld, but you 
may hear digital signals on an older handheld, which 
may require patience.  There is more here than you 
will need, but I think it covers most needs.  Some 
repeaters may be private, I’m not ceertain about 
usage.  I’ll rerun this list with updates as needed.
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History of SSB

The QCWA Chapter 129 had a truly great program 
this past month.  If you qualify (licensed for 25 years 
or more) I really suggest that you join.

The program was presented by Ed Gable, K2MP, 
curator Emeritus of the Antique Wireless Museum 
on the history of Single Side Band.  Ed covered the 
history of SBB, not a technical talk, and it covered 
from the early days, including the development of 
inter-continental telephone communications, why it 
was developed, on through the early days of ham 
radio’s implementation of SSB, and the early 
manufacturers. It was extensively researched, 
insightful and very entertaining.

In the early days of the 20th century, there was no 
voice communications, beyond telephone lines, and 
those were limited to land lines.  Anything over a few 
hundred miles was going to have serious cost.  The 
first transcontinental wired call was in July 1914.  
And, for marketing purposes, an international call 
was made to Paris in 1915, but there was no 
international telephone service until 1923.  Regular 

service began in 1927.  The system operated until 
1956.  Cost of a 3 minute call?  $75 in 1927.  About 
$1160 in today’s money.  Talk fast.

And yes, it was a 2-way conversation.  AT&T used 
two simultaneous conversations on different 
frequencies, all in the 60 kHz range or so.  Later 
years they went to higher frequencies.

Early issues involved propagation (it didn’t work 24 
hours a day), cost (duh!), and just keeping it all 
running.  It was a serious learning curve, but it was 
the moon shot of its day.  So easy to take for granted 
today when we have HF, understand propagation, 
and then there is the world-wide-web thing you’ve 
probably at least heard aobut.  But it was a major 
scientific accomplishment of its day.  An interesting 
side story that Ed covers is how AT&T came to use 
Beverage antennas.

Continued on the next page

IT’S NOT A REAL CAR UNLESS
IT HAS ANTENNAS!
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The early days of Amateur Radio use of SSB were 
challenging, because of 1950s technology.  At best it 
was technically difficult, plus there was an extensive 
availability of AM equipment, an using that to copy 
SSB wasn’t so easy.  Early receivers may not have 

had a variable BFO, and even if they did, strong 
signals would over-drive the BFO.  It wasn’t until the 
development of the product detector that SSB on 
receive became more practical for ham purposes.  
And then there was a lot of opposition by those who 
had heavily invested in ham gear that didn’t support 
SSB.  But the technical superiority of SSB overcame 
objections based on cost and what we’ll kindly call 
inertia.

I’m guessing most FARC members missed this 
presentation. but don’t despair.  Please go see it.  It 
is available on youtube:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BBRntPJTr5Y&fe
ature=youtu.be

Edward Gable K2MP/W2AN: Licensed since 1957 
WN2MPM/W2MPM/K2MP WPE2JR DXCC Honor Roll, 
VUCC, WAS 50 MHz, WAZ, more. Past President Rochester 
ARA Past Chmn Rochester VHF Group Past Secty/Treas 
Rochester DX Assn Charter Life Member ARRL ARRL DXCC 
Field Checker Asst. Director Atlantic Division Asst. Section 
Manager, WNY Atlantic Division Amateur of the Year Curator, 
A.W.A. Electronic Communication Museum (W2AN).  

For information about the AWA Museum goto:

www.antiquewireless.org
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City of Asheville Proclaims 
September as Asheville Radio 
Museum Month
Museum Plans Public Celebration of its 
20th Anniversary on September 11

ASHEVILLE, N.C. – Sept. 1, 2021 – The 
Asheville Radio Museum, one of the city's 
premier specialty museums housing a ham and 
vintage radio collection, is proud to announce 
that Asheville Mayor, Esther E. Manheimer, 
proclaimed September as Asheville Radio 
Museum Month within the city. The proclamation 
(see attached) coincides with the museum's 20th 
anniversary this year.

The museum will host a public anniversary 
celebration from Noon-3 p.m. on Saturday, 
September 11, at its home on the Asheville-
Buncombe Technical Community College (A-B 
Tech) campus, Room 315-Elm Building. 
Admission and parking are free and face masks 
are required. For details, go to the anniversary 
page on our website.

In her proclamation, Manheimer highlights The 
Asheville Radio Museum as an organization that 
"attracts and entertains visitors to the city while 
teach ing about a  technical  and socia l 
phenomenon that transformed the world in the 
early 20th century. The Asheville Radio Museum, 
she continued, "is a learning resource for the 

local community and provides outreach to various 
local groups such as homes for the elderly, church 
groups, history groups."  

"On behalf of the all-volunteer staff at the 
museum, I thank the mayor for her proclamation 
and recognition of the museum's important 
contribution to the Asheville community," said 
Stuart Smolkin, Asheville Radio Museum's 
secretary and curator. "I also would like to thank 
A-B Tech for their support over the past 20 years. 
Their generous assistance has been an essential 
ingredient of our success." 
About The Asheville Radio Museum:

Founded in 2001, the Asheville Radio Museum 
provides visitors of all ages with a personalized 
learning experience about the economic and 
cultural impact of radio technology like enabling 
cell phones, GPS, Bluetooth, and more. The 
museum holds more than 100 vintage amateur 
and commercial radios from the early to the mid-
20th century. The not-for-profit, free admittance 
museum is located on the campus of Asheville-
Buncombe Technical Community College. 
Information on open hours and private tours by 
appointment is available at avlradiomuseum.org.

Contact:
Peter Abzug                                                     

301.502.2978 (mobile)
peter.abzug@gmail.com



HF band conditions are improving!
by Don, WS4NC

The picture above was sent by Dave, KC4X, on August 27.  

I written enough this month.  I’m goin’a cheat and just put K7RA’s 
solar update here:

The K7RA Solar Update

Tad Cook, K7RA, Seattle, reports: Sunspot activity increased 
dramatically this week. Sunspot numbers peaked at 87 on 
September 8, and on September 7, 
solar flux was 101.2.

Average daily sunspot numbers 
rose by 14, to 64.6, while average 
daily solar flux increased from 88 to 
92.9. New sunspots appeared on 
September 2 and 3, and three new 
sunspo t  groups  a r r i ved  on 
September 4. Another new one 
appeared on September 8, and on 
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that day the total sunspot area was 1,000 micro-hemispheres.

Both the daily planetary and middle latitude A index reached a high of 
14 on September 8. The averages were 7 and 7.7, down from 9.6 and 
10.7 last week.

Predicted solar flux looks quite promising, at 100 on September 9 - 
11; 98 on September 12; 95 on September 13 - 16; 85 on September 
17 - 18; 88 on September 19 - 23; 90 on September 24 - 28; 88 on 

And they’re showing MORE signs of life!

, 2021

September 29 - October 1; 86 on October 2; 90 on October 3 - 6; 92 
and 90 on October 7 - 8, and 85 on October 9 - 15. Flux values may 
rise to 90 again after October 20.

Predicted planetary A index is 8 on September 9; 5 on September 10 - 
20; 8 on September 21; 5 on September 22 - October 1; 8 on October 
2 - 3, and 5 on October 4 - 17.

On Sunday September 5, Spaceweather.com reported, "The sudden 
profusion of so many sunspots is a sign of strength for young Solar 
Cycle 25. The solar cycle is actually running ahead of schedule. 
NOAA and NASA predicted that it will peak in the year 2025. 
Outbreaks like this one support the idea that solar max could come a 
year early."

On September 8, Spaceweather.com reported a shortwave blackout 
over the Pacific Rim caused by a coronal mass ejection (CME) on 
September 8 at 1736 UTC.

Sunspot numbers for September 2 - 8 were 33, 33, 68, 66, 80, 85, and 
87, with a mean of 64.6. The 10.7-centimeter flux was 85.8, 83.8, 
86.5, 93.3, 99.5, 101.2, and 100.4, with a mean of 92.9. Estimated 
planetary A indices were 4, 6, 5, 6, 6, 8, and 14, with a mean of 7. 
Middle latitude A index was 3, 6, 5, 8, 8, 10, and 14, with a mean of 
7.7.

A comprehensive K7RA Solar Update is posted Fridays on the ARRL 
website. For more information concerning radio propagation, visit the 
ARRL Technical Information Service, read "What the Numbers 
Mean...," and check out the Propagation Page of Carl 
Luetzelschwab, K9LA.

A propagation bulletin archive is available. For customizable 
propagation charts, visit the VOACAP Online for Ham Radio website.



FARC Zoom Meeting ID Numbers

For the foreseeable future FARC is meeting by 
Zoom.  You do not have to have a paid Zoom 
account to participate, but it is best if you download 
the Zoom app on your computer.  You don’t even 
have to have a camera and a mic, unless you want 
to be seen or heard. The password for all meetings 
is the club call, lower case.

Meeting ID numbers:

The Monthly FARC meeting is on 2nd Mondays, 7:30 
PM:  294 418 122

The FARC board meeting is on 3rd Mondays, 7:30 PM:  
721 645 099

Every Wednesday FARC has an informal Tech Talk:  
549 621 524

Auxcomm Net 8:30 PM Thursdays on 145.47 repeater, 
has a Zoom training on 3rd Thursdays, 8:00 PM Zoom 
ID:  897-9792-5844  

Project Group (not totally an FARC group, but mostly), 
3rd Tues, (new time!) : 707 610 2497:30 PM

FARC CW Group, Fridays, 7:30 PM:  813-3696-1876
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International Space Station SSTV

You will probably get this after this date has gone by, but the 
ISS has been sending SSTV pictures on 2 meters every 6-8 
weeks or so.  When they pass nearly overhead, you can even 
hear them on a handheld.  There is at least one Android app 
that will translate the sounds into SSTV pictures.  You can use 
the mic on the phone when the signals are loud.  Also you can 
use several computer programs, if you have the audio 
connected to the computer from the 2-meter rig.

Coutersy of N4HER here is a link on how to set up your comuter 
to copy on Windows 10 machines:

https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Videos/2020/07/Windo
ws_10_tutorial_How_to_receive_SSTV_pictures_from_the_I
nternational_Space_Station

Of course, an outside antenna is best.  If you really want to do 
this right (without too much effort) make and put up an “egg 
beater” antenna.  Stacey, W1LLO, had one at Field Day and 
you can find designs on the internet. 

Once you get your software set up here is a test recording you 
can use to test it:

https://soundcloud.com/spacecomms/pd120-sstv-test-
recording

ISS pass data (link for AA9AU):
www.in-the-sky.org sat passes

If you do get a picture send a copy to newsletter <at> w4nc 
<dot> com and I’ll run it in the next Newsletter.  Bruce caught 
the pics above with a raspberry Pi and QSSTV software for 
Linux.

ARLS009 SSTV Transmissions Scheduled from 
ISS

from W1AW

Friday and Saturday, August 6 - 7, Russian cosmonauts onboard the 
International Space Station (ISS) will ransmit slow-scan television (SSTV) 
images from the station on 145.800 MHz FM. They will use SSTV mode PD-
120. The transmissions are part of the Moscow Aviation Institute SSTV 
experiment (MAI-75) and will be sent via RS0ISS, the ham station in the 
Russian Zvezda (Service) module using a Kenwood TM-D710 transceiver.

The announced schedule is August 6, 1050 - 1910 UTC and August 7,  0950 - 
1555 UTC. Dates and times are subject to change. For stations in the ISS 
footprint, the RS0ISS signal should be easy to copy on a handheld transceiver 
and a quarter-wave whip. Use 25-kHz channel spacing, if available. Free ISS 
software is available to download.

Pass predictions are available from AMSAT via, https://www.amsat.org/track/ . 
Representative images from prior ISS SSTV events are available in the ARISS 
SSTV Gallery at,
https://www.spaceflightsoftware.com/ARISS_SSTV/index.php .

These partial pictures were captured by FARC 
Member Bruce, AD4ET, on Friday, August 6.  You 
would think with a call like Alien Delta Four Extra 
Terrestrial he might have gotten it all.

Stacey, W1LLO, caught this on August 7.  Pass was about 11:30 AM 
and it was only 20 degrees above SE horizon.
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Herman Matthew Burney, Sr. , 
WB4LMI-SK

[Editor's note:  I completely missed this last year.  
Did not know about Herman's passing, only that we 
haven’t seen him for a long time.  Our condolances 

Silent Keys

It is with regret that we note the passing of these 
local hams.  These will be passed on the ARRL.

go  ou t  t o  He rman ’s 
family.]

August 04, 2020  Herman  
Matthew  Burney,  Sr.  
(affectionately  known  as  
‘Boo-Man’), born  on  
November  23,  1927  
was  called  to  his  
heavenly  home  on 

August  4,  2020.   

Herman  received  his  elementary  and  high  
school  education  in  the Alexandria,  VA  and  
Salisbury,  NC  Public  Schools  and  earned  both 
BS  and  MS  degrees  in  Chemistry  from  NC  A&T  
State  University; moreover,  he  earned  a  BS  
Degree  in  Pharmacy  at  Howard University  in  
Washington,  DC.

He  entered  the  US  Army  as  2nd  Lieutenant  in  
the  Chemical  Corp and  served  in  the  Korean  
War  with  stops  in  Okinawa  and  Japan. He  was  
promoted  to  Captain  prior  to  the  end  of  serving  
5  years  in active  duty  and  remained  in  the  Army  
Reserves  for  5  years  after active  duty.    During  
his  tenure  in  the  Armed  Services,  he  obtained 
an  LLB  Degree  in  Law  from  Lasalle  University,  
Ch i c a g o ,   I L t h r o u gh   e x t e n s i o n   an d  
correspondence  courses. He  was  an Analytical  
Lab  technician  at  National  Institute  of  Health in  
Bethesda,  MD  while  in  Pharmacy  school  at  
Howard  University. After  completing  his  
Pharmacy  Degree,  he  moved  to  Winston-Salem,  
NC  to  accept  a  Pharmacist  position  at  The  Kate  
Bitting Reynolds  Memorial  Hospital.    After  Kate  
Bitting  Hospital  closed, he  worked  in  the  Forsyth  
Memorial  Hospital  Pharmacy  in Winston-Salem  
and  Sampson’s  Pharmacy  in  Greensboro,  NC 
until  retirement. Herman  Burney’s  extensive  

community  involvement  included  the Forsyth  
Memorial  Credit  Union  Board,  the  Forsyth  
Memorial Retirees  Committee,  the  Forsyth  
Memorial  Indigenous  Latinas Committee,  the  
Mozart  Club,  the  Twin  City  Choristers,  the  Alpha 
Phi  Alpha  Fraternity,  Incorporated, and  the  
Bachelor  Benedict  Club.

Herman’s  belief  in  God  was  his  firm  foundation.    
As  a  devout member  of  Goler  Metropolitan  AME  
Zion  Church  for  over  50 years,  he  served  as  a  
Sunday  School  teacher,  Trustee  Board Member,  
Finance  Committee  member,  and  Cathedral  
Choir member. He  was  a  Ham  Radio  Operator  
(WB4LMI)  and  an  avid  gardener specializing  in  
greens  and  vegetables  for  family  and  friends.   
Many  were  touched  and  will  forever  remember  
his  generous  and benevolent  sprit.

Herman  Matthew  Burney,  Sr.  was  a  devoted  
and  loving  husband to  Adele  Marie  Miller  
Burney,  father,  uncle  and grandfather.

He  was  preceded  in  death  by  his  parents  
James and  Jettie  Burney; and his wife, Adele.  

He  is  survived  by his sister,  Mary  Burney  
Stanback; daughter, Mynetta  Burney-Edwards; 
sons,  Herman  Matthew  Burney,  Jr. and  James  
Raymond  Brian  Burney; grandchildren,  Earyn 
Jedele  Edwards,  Earl  William  Edwards,  Jr.,  
Garrett  Burney  Westray,  and  Eathyn Matthew  
Edwards;  as  well  as  a  host  of  nieces, nephews,  
and  friends.

A Private  Military  Graveside  Celebration  of  Life  
Service  will  be  held on  Wednesday,  August  12,  
2020.

https://www.russellfuneralservice.com/obituary/her
man-burney-sr
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Patricia “Pat” Stewart
wife of former FARC President, 
John Stewart

April 25, 1939 - August 11, 
2021

Mrs. Patricia "Pat" Smith 
Stewart, 82, passed away 
Wednesday, August 11, 2021 
at Forsyth Medical Center. 
She was born April 25, 1939 in 
Forsyth County to the late 
James Walter and Cora Burge Smith. Pat 
graduated from Hanes High School and attended 
Mars Hill College. She was a member of Calvary 
Baptist Church, where she served faithfully in 
many ways. Preceding her in death was her 
husband, John Stewart and a son, James W. 
Stewart. Surviving is a son, Jeff Stewart; three 
grandchildren, John Stewart (Taylor), Kate 
Stewart, and Chandler Stewart; one great-
grandchild, Riley Stewart; daughter-in-law, Terri 
Stewart; also surviving is her special dog, "Lacy." A 
celebration of life will be held at 11:00 AM 
Saturday, September 4, 2021 at Calvary Baptist 
Church with Pastor Al Fausch and Pastor Will 
Toburen officiating. The family will receive friends 
one hour prior to the service. In lieu of flowers, 
memorials may be made to Calvary Baptist 
Church, 134 S. Peace Haven Rd., Winston-Salem, 
NC 27104. Online condolences may be made at 
www.hayworth-miller.com.

Hayworth-Miller Lewisville Chapel

6685 Shallowford Rd., Lewisville, NC 27023

Some final thoughts on simple HF 
antennas . . .

Last month we covered dipoles.  This month we 
covered verticals.  Both are good basic antennas, 
but I don’t want to leave some wrong impressions.

There is no perfect antenna.  For HF it is very hard to 
beat a basic resonate dipole.  It has about 5-9 dBi in 
the best directions.  What is dBi?  First every 3 dB is 
doubling (or cutting in half) your power.  And the I 
refers to isotropic.  Imagine the RF radiated (or 
received) by the antenna as a beach ball.  There is 
no such thing as an isotropic radiator, it is how the 
RF would radiate from an imiganiary point antenna 
in free space.  A real antenna “squeezes” that 
beachball so more RF goes in some directions and 
less in others.  While a dipole has gain in some 
directions, objects around the antenna will change 
that, to a greater or lesser degree. 

A 43-foot vertical has gain on 10 meters, but not in a 
good take-off angle.  And it really needs a 1:4 unun 
(transformer) at its base to be fed best, on any band.  
The cost of putting a 43-foot vertical up in the air may 
not be cheap.  And at high power the unun is not 
cheap, especially if you buy one.  And the losses 
build up.  It is decent on 15 meters, and has a low 
take off angle on 20 (great).  Its not great on 80, but 
“functional”.  It is very poor on 160, but it will work 
some.  It is best to build a tuner for the base of the 
vertical, if this is what you want (or have) to do.  The 
losses from coax really do add up. 

Here is a great slide from a paper by Bill, N0CU, on 
the 43-foot vertical.

http://www.na0tc.org/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=technical:43_ft_vert_presentation_final.pdf



Sep 24-25 Pigeon Forge, TN Hamfest see page 19

Sept 25-26 CQ Worldwide DX Contest, RTTY (A 
biggie for RTTY!);  Maine QSO Party 

Oct 2  Rockhill, SC Hamfest  www.ycars.org

Oct 2 German Telegraphy Contest 

Oct 2-3 California QSO Party

Oct 9-10 Nevada QSO Party, Oceania DX 
Contest, CW 

Oct 9-10 Arizona, Pensylvania, South Dakota 
QSO Parties 
 
Oct 10 10-10 Int. 10-10 Day Sprint

Oct 16 - W4NC FallFest, Winston-Salem,, NC, 
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Robinhood Road 
Baptist Church (TBD!), http://W4NC.com 

Oct 16-17 10-10 Int. Fall Contest, CW; New York 
QSO Party,  Worked All Germany Contest 

Oct 17 Asia-Pacific Fall Sprint, CW 

Oct 18 Illinois QSO Party 

Oct 20 AGCW Semi-Automatic Key Evening

Oct 24 Stew Perry Topband Challenge 

Oct 30-31 CQ Worldwide DX Contest, SSB -
This is a biggie!
 
November 2021

Nov 6-7 Ukrainian DX Contest

Nov 6-8 ARRL Sweepstakes Contest, CW
 
Nov 7 High Speed Club CW Contest 

Nov 13-14 WAE DX Contest, RTTY; 10-10 Int. 
Fall Contest, Digital; JIDX Phone Contest;  
SKCC Weekend Sprintathon;  OK/OM DX 
Contest, CW;  

Nov 13-15  CQ-WE Contest 

Continued on next pageContinued top of next column

The ARRL Calendar is available from the League, picture 
above is from 2021 calendar, it is full of vintage Gil 
cartoons.
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Calendar of Upcoming Ham Events
Hamfests, Special Events, Contests, 
Club meetings, etc.

By Don WS4NC

If you are interested in contests see WA7BNM contest site.  Here 
I’ll only list the biggies, or something we are trying to promote.

Wednesdays FARC Tech Talk 7:30 PM  Zoom 549 
621 524

Fridays FARC (mostly) CW meeting 7:30 PM 
Zoom 813 3696 1876

Sept 12 North American Sprint, CW

Sept 13 FARC Main Meeting - AT THE RED 
CROSS! In the Blood Collection building.  Wear 
a mask (required since this is a bio-medical 
facility).

Sept 18 Clingman Hamfest, Clingman Community 
Center, Ronda, NC, 
http://www.ClingmanHamfest.com

Sept 18-19 New Jersey, New Hampshire QSO 
Parties

Sept 19 North American Sprint, RTTY; Texas 
QSO Party, Scandinavian Activity Contest, CW

Sept 20 FARC Board Meeting 66 Pizza on 
Stratford Road, meeting starts at 7:30, arrive 
earlier to eat

, 2021



Nov 15 4 States QRP Group Second Sunday 
Sprint 

Nov 19 YO International PSK31 Contest 

Nov 20-21 SARL Field Day Contest

Nov 20-21 LZ DX Contest 

Nov 20 All Austrian 160-Meter Contest

Nov 20-22 ARRL Sweepstakes Contest, SSB 

Nov 24 SKCC Sprint 

Nov 27-28 CQ Worldwide DX Contest, CW 

NETS

Thursdays:  8:30 PM Forsyth County Auxcomm net on 
145.47 MHZ. 3rd Thursdays are training programs on Zoom at 
8:00PM. 

Thursdays:  9:00 PM  2 Meter SSB on 144.200 MHz

Sundays:  8:30 PM  6 meter SSB net on 50.155 MHZ

Tar Heel Emergency Communications Net on 3923 kHz Nightly 
1930.

South Carolina/North Carolina National Traffic System CW 
Nets
3.571 2000 hours, slow speed (5-8 wpm) Carolinas Slow Net
3.573 1900 hours, high speed (20wpm)
3.573 2200 hours, slow speed (12-14 wpm),

The  operate on Ten-Tec Legacy CW slow net and CW fast net
7.060 MHz on Sundays from noon until 2:00 pm EST.  

The  nets operate on:Ten-Tec Legacy SSB
3.927 MHz on Saturday morning from 6:00 am until 9:30 am 
7.195 MHz on Sunday afternoon from 1:30 pm until 3:30 pm
Any radio type is welcome.  Netlogger is the preferred check-in 
method but CQ calls are made for those that don't have access 
to Netlogger.  More information can be found at www.groups.io 
(search for Ten-Tec Legacy nets).

Some other contests:

Contest Calendar: All the rules.
https://www.contestcalendar.com/weeklycont.php

NEARBY HAM CLUBS AND MEETINGS:
Please see www.w4nc.com for more up-to-date 
information

Wednesdays at 7:30 PM FARC Tech Talk, a Zoom meeting, ID: 549 
621 524 Password: club call lower case letters.  An informal project 
group for help, discussions and “war stories”.

Quarterly QCWA Meeting usually April, June, September and 
December.  The next Piedmont Chapter 126 meeting will be held on 

Saturday, December 4, 2021 at 11AM on Yarbourgh’s in Lexington. ALL 
members and guests are welcome!  When:  We plan to start at 11AM 
with the Program FIRST then introductions, some business and the 
program.  Board business will be later.  Program:   The program will be 
by Ken Oelke, VE6AFO, President of QCWA of Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada on "Everything you wanted to know about QCWA but were 
afraid to ask".  And with a few door prizes.ALL members and guests are 
welcome! Wearing your Ham badge is encouraged.  Always a good 
program. QCWA Chapter 126 Weekly Net: 3.853 +/- MHZ, 8:45AM 
each Saturday morning.   Next Meeting: Next Meeting:  The next 
Piedmont Chapter 126 meeting will be held on Saturday, March 20, 
2021 at 11AM on Zoom. ALL members and guests are welcome! Zoom 
d a t a  w i l l  b e  e m a i l e d  p r i o r  t o  t h e  m e e t i n g .   S e e   
https://www.qsl.net/qcwa126/ for more details.  

1st Mondays High Point Amateur Radio Club HPARC High Point 
Amateur Radio Club meets the first Monday of each month at the J&S 
Cafe, 5835 Samet Dr, High Point, NC 27265, and (for now) via the Zoom 
teleconference program.  The meeting usually begins at 6:00 PM with 
many members gathering for a meal around 5:30 PM.   For updates, 
please make sure you check our club newsletter, which can be found on 
the club website at https://www.w4ua.org/newsletter.htm (Updated 
12/20/20 Thanks to David AJ4TF) 

Last Saturday:  The High Point FCC Testing session is on the last 
Saturday of the month (except June, Nov, and Dec) at Hickory Chapel 
Wesleyan Church, 301 Hickory Chapel Road, High Point 27260. 
Current status:  we have resumed limited testing,  no more than 6 
candidates,  pre-registration is required.  Reservations required 3 days 
in advance. You need to bring two forms of ID including a Photo ID and a 
photocopy of any previous licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is 
$12.00 payable by cash only. Other dates and locations can be found on 
the W4VEC.ORG web site. Please contact David Macchiarolo at 
AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 10:00 AM (Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to 
David AJ4TF) 

2nd Saturdays GSO/HP VE Testing Current status:  we have resumed 
limited testing,  no more than 6 candidates,  pre-registration is required. 
The Greensboro session is the last Saturday of each month (except for 
March) at Hinshaw United Methodist Church located at 4501 High Point 
Road, Greensboro, NC 27407. Please contact David Macchiarolo by e-
mail at AJ4TF@arrl.net Testing starts at 9:00 AM. You need to bring two 
forms of ID including a Photo ID and a photocopy of any previous 
licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is $12.00 payable by cash only. 
Other dates and locations can be found on the W4VEC.ORG web site. 
(Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to David AJ4TF)

1st Tuesdays Durham FM Association   IN-PERSON MEETING :
STATUS UNKNOWN Meets for Dinner (optional) at 6:00pm and the 
business meeting and program at 7:00pm.  We are meeting at Bullock's 
BBQ, on 3330 Quebec Drive in Durham. For more info on each meeting, 
check http://www.dfma.org/

1st Tuesdays Davie County Amateur Radio Club   : The last 
information I have is that this club is no longer active.  Several SKs and 
a small ham population have made it hard.

2nd Mondays:  The Orange County Radio Amateurs meet at 1900 at 
the Orange Count EOC in Hillsborough. IN-PERSON MEETING 
STATUS UNKNOWN

2nd Tuesdays:  Raleigh Amateur Radio Society General Meeting.  
Via Zoom.  See  for more details.  [updated 8/9/20]www.rars.org

2nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.  Held on Zoom on-
line, no in-person meeting. FCC exams are    Meeting starts at 7:30 
suspending also until further notice, but usually offered starting at 
6:20 PM sharp.  Zoom ID:  294 418 122 Password: club call lower case 
letters

2nd Mondays Rowan Amateur Radio Society at the Rowan County 
Rescue Squad Building at 1140 Julian Road.  The Rowan Amateur 
Radio Society  has started combined meetings (in person and Zoom ) 
on the second Mondays for the rest of the year. Zoom Particulars are 
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Nets, continued
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meeting ID 898 9111 4288 and Passcode 957500 Also the Firecracker 
HamFest has been canceled for this year. Programs may include 
equipment demonstrations, movies, guest speakers, or just open 
discussions on radio. We look forward to seeing you at the next 
meeting.  http://www.rowanars.org/  (updated 2/14/21 by Ralph, 
WB4AQK)

3nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Business Meeting  .
NOW 66 PIZZA, ZOOM WILL ALSO WORK. Open to all FARC 
members and interested visitors.  Back again at 66 Pizza, on Stratford 
Rd just past Hanes mall Blvd and behind Village Tavern, and on Zoom.  
At 66 Pizza we start arriving for dinner about 5:30-ish, the meeting is at 
7:30.  Spend some money, 66 Pizza needs to get through the past years 
troubles.

3rd Mondays(?):  Guildford Amateur Society IN-PERSON  
MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN usually held at Sarah’s Kabob Shop 
on 5340 W. Market Street in Greensboro, 27409,  at 6:00 PM to eat, 
7:00 PM to meet.  Verify the dates at http://www.w4gg.org/ (updated 
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)

3rd Tuesdays:  The Winston-Salem Project Group,  locations 
varies, now on Zoom.  Goto www.almondtree.com for details.

3rd Tuesdays:  Mars Hill, The High Appalachian Mountain Amateur 
Radio Society (HAMARS) meets on the third Tuesday of every month at 
7 p.m. The meetings, typically inside Day Hall on the campus of Mars 
Hill University, have been moved online due to COVID-19. Current 
Hams and those interested in becoming an amateur radio operator are 
welcome. Each meeting addresses a basic or more advanced 
communications topic.  Also weekly net:  The net meets at 7:00 PM 
each Tuesday (except the third Tuesday) on 3810 KHz LSB. We 
s i m u l c a s t  o v e r  Z o o m  f o r  t h o s e  w i t h  n o  H F  a c c e s s .  
https://www.hamars.club/

4th Mondays(?):  Guildford Amateur Radio Association IN- Eat 
PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN at 6:30pm and the meeting 
is at 7:15pm.  Sara’s Kabob Shop on 5340 W. Market Street in 
Greensboro 27409.  Verify the dates at http://www.w4gso.org/ (updated 
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)

2nd Saturdays:  Tri-County Amateur Radio Club  SUSPENDED ,
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE Thomasville: 2nd Saturday at Loflin's Rest. 

108 Randolph St., Thomasville.  8:30 to meet and eat.  Check 
NC4AR.org for any last minute changes in time or venue.  (Updated 
2/28/2020 by John, W8LWX)

Last Mondays:  Stokes County Amateur Radio Society SCARS IN- 
PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN http://k4stk.com/index.html

Knightlites QRP Club IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN  
http://www.knightlites.org/  Usually meets in Cary.   Spread the word. 
See website for details.

Briarpatch Amateur Radio Club - IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS  
UNKNOWN Next club meeting is ? ; the meeting will be held at TCRH. 
Meetings and FCC Test Sessions Test sessions are held at the Twin County 
Regional  Hospita l in Galax, VA unless otherwise announced.  
http://galaxbarc.tripod.com  (This has not been updated for a while.)

Last Mondays:  Lexington, NC  Healing Springs Mountain VHF Society 
(except Nov. and Dec., usually first Mondays in Dec.)  Currently Speedy’s 
BBQ, 1317 Winston Rd, Lexington, NC 27295 Meeting is at 6:30, come early 
for supper.   (Updated 12/9/2020 by Bill, W4EXT)

2nd Tuesdays:  Greenville, NC Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club, W4AMC  
BARC's Next Meeting On ZOOM and in Person! June 8, 2021, 7 PM.  The 
meeting will be on ZOOM. See front page article in the April, 2020 Ham Chatter 
for details on setting up and signing in. Contact Peter Van Houten, N4PVH, for 
details if you are having trouble setting up.  In Person will be at the Oakwood 
School, in the Music Room. 4000 MacGregor Rd, Greenville, NC. 699 723 
8982 club call March 9th Meeting at 7pm, 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US and 
C a n a d a ) ,  B e  t o  c h e c k  t h e  * W h a t ' s  N e w *  p a g e 
<http://www.w4amc.com/barcnew.html> on the BARC web site often.  Many 
times the site is updated several times a week with breaking news. 

Any clubs not mentioned or listed incorrectly are welcome to send a note 
to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com and include any updates or 
additions.
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AMATEUR RADIO CLUBS

$35 FEE: New, renewal, trustee change, and vanity call sign 
applications. All fees will be per application.

NO FEE: Administrative updates, such as a change of name, 
mailing or email address, or license cancellation.

[My license expires next year, I think I can renew 
in September (6 months before expiration).  I 
plan on renewing as soon as possible.  If you 
can this year, it would be a good idea.  Unless 
you have $35 to burn.  If you do have money to 
burn, please give me a call.  Or an email.  I do 
take PayPal.  WS4NC]

FT8 turns 4 Years Old
by Don, WS4NC

I missed that there was an anniversary event last 
month for FT8.  Yes, I rag on FT8 something fierce, 
but it is a very popular mode.  I am happy to see 
evidence that CW is 2nd in popularity.  FT8 has 
“metastasized” in its 4  years.

Yes, I do operate FT8.  And yes, it is a good way to 
get on the air and to work a lot of countries.  But 
apparently I’m not the only one to fuss about it, since 
I am sitting on a bunch of comics about FT8.  And 
I’ve created a few.

But this is a fun mode for many people.  Have at it.

FCC Application Fees Unlikely to Go into Effect 
Until 2022

ARRL
08/16/2021T h e  s c h e d u l e  o f  F C C 

amateur radio application 
fees likely will not go into 
effect before 2022. FCC staff 
confirmed during a recent 
v i r t u a l  m e e t i n g  w i t h 
V o l u n t e e r  E x a m i n e r 
Coordinators (VECs) that the 
agency is still working on the 
necessary changes to the 
Universal Licensing System 
(ULS) software and other processes and procedures that must 
be in place before it starts collecting fees from amateur 
applicants. Earlier this year, the FCC said it would not start 
collecting fees from amateur applicants before this summer. 
The new estimate is that the fees won’t go into effect until early 
next year.

Once it’s effective, the $35 application fee will apply to new, 
modification (upgrade and sequential call sign change), 
renewal, and vanity call sign applications. All fees will be per 
application. Administrative update applications, such as those 
to change a licensee’s name, mailing, or email address, will be 
exempt from fees. ARRL VEC manager Maria Somma, 
AB1FM, said Volunteer Examiner (VE) teams will not face the 
burden of collecting the $35 fee.

“Once the FCC application fee takes effect, new and upgrade 
applicants will pay the exam session fee to the VE team as 
usual, but they’ll pay the $35 application fee directly to the FCC 
using the FCC Pay Fees system,” she explained. When the 
FCC receives the examination information from the VEC, it will 
email a link with payment instructions to each successful 
candidate who then will have 10 days from the date of the email 
to pay.

After the fee is paid and the FCC has processed an application, 
examinees will receive a second email from the FCC with a link 
to their official license. The link will be good for 30 days. 
Licensees also will be able to view, download, and print official 
license copies by logging into their FCC ULS account. The 
FCC no longer provides printed licenses.

Licensees can log into the ULS with their 10-digit FRN (FCC 
Registration Number) and password at any time to view and 
manage their license and application, print their license, and 
update anything in their FCC license record, including adding 
an email address.

FEE SCHEDULE

INDIVIDUALS

$35 FEE: New, modification (upgrade and sequential call sign 
change), renewal, and vanity call sign applications. All fees will 
be per application.

NO FEE: Administrative updates, such as a change of name, 
mailing or email address, or license cancellation.
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September 24th and 25th, 2021, 
Pigeon Forge, TN

Dave Anderson, K4SV
Convention leader

Dave@w4dxcc.com

We are EXCITED to report that the W4DXCC DX and 
Contest Convention WILL hold it's 16th convention 
September 24-25th, 2021!!

As we get closer to the convention, here is an Update for 
July, 2021.

The Mainstay main hotel is almost full, amazing how 
many want to return to the convention. If the Mainstay 
becomes full you have some choices, ask to be put on a 
waiting list for the Mainstay or choose another hotel close 
by the Mainstay. Other hotels are very close by.

The W4DXCC Team is readying the hotel and 
convention area and working on details for everyone. As 
we get back into a full convention year we are getting our 
systems back up and running a bit slower than we would 
like. Expect to see in July the website updated with 
presenters, vendors and other details.

We intend to send emails to those who have registered 
for both Online and Snail Mail in July, so watch your 
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League of Mad Scientists!

The next League of Mad Scientists  is meeting via 
Zoom.  URL, message ID, and password will be on 
the website before Saturday morning.  Program is 
TBD.  Have an technical question, interesting fact, 
or just discuss recent techie-ness?  Join us.
https://loms.micomputerscience.tech/

  Thank you, Dr. Robert J. Meier, AA9AU
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W4NC Web Page

The W4NC web page continues to be 
updated and now has the video link for 
the last FARC meeting on it.  Terry, 
AK4D, continues to put a lot of effort in 
this and makes it a beautiful, and very 
useful, webpage.  UPDATE:  YOU CAN 
NOW PAY YOUR DUES BY PAYPAL!  
Please go check it out:  www.w4nc.com

, 2021

WL2XUP 40.660 MHZ WSPR (FT8?)

In June of 2021, the FCC in the USA issued the 
experimental call sign WL2XUP to conduct tests on the 40 
MHz band. The owner of the call, Lin Holcomb (NI4Y) 
reports that the station is now on air.

The license allows for operation between 40.660 MHz to 
40.700 MHz with a maximum output of 400-watts ERP. 
The license was issued on the 17th of June 2021 and it 
lasts until the 1st of July 2023.

As of mid July 2021, WL2XUP is intermittently 
transmitting WSPR on 40.662 MHz (1500Hz). It transmits 
for 2 minutes out of every 10 with an output power of 20-
watts ERP into an omni-directional antenna. For FT8 
skeds and tests, an ERP of 100-watts can be used. 
[Careful, I’m not sure we here in the US can make 
contacts here without authorization.  There may be some 
special crossband operation.  Recommend you do some 
research first!  Unless you like special QSL cards from the 
FCC.]

It is hoped in time to upgrade to a log-periodic antenna 
pointing at Europe.

Location: The experimental WL2XUP station is located 
near the city of Atlanta in Georgia in the SE of the USA. It is 
in the EM73 locator square.

There is an application pending to allow amateur access 
to the ISM (Industrial Scientific Medical) band between 40 
and 41 MHZ. If granted this would open more often than 6 
meters. The spectrum between 40 and 41 MHz is 
currently allocated to the federal government and, as 
s u c h ,  w i t h i n  t h e  p u r v i e w  o f  t h e  N a t i o n a l 
Telecommunications and Information Administration 
(NTIA).

More info... https://ei7gl.blogspot.com/2021/07/new-us-
experimental-station-wl2xup-now.html

https://ei7gl.blogspot.com/2021/07/new-us-experimental-station-wl2xup-now.html
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100th Anniversary Schooner 
Bowdoin

On  there was a recent notice about the www.arrl.org
100th year anniversary and restoration of the Maine 
marine Academy’s schooner There is little Bowdoin.  
notice (if any, I couldn’t find it) on the radio history, 
especially the amateur radio history of this vessel on 
the Bowdoin’s website.  That seems normal for 
historians.

h t t p s : / / w w w . b o w d o i n . e d u / a r c t i c -
museum/about/index.html

First congratulations the and the college Bowdoin 
and to the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum on the 
restoration.  It is something that I would really like to 
see. 

The took part in the Donald B. MacMillan’s Bowdoin 
Arctic Expedition of 1923 and on the MacMillan-
McDonald-Byrd Expedition of 1925.  Amateur radio 
played an indispensable role in maintaining 
communications.

In the early days, hams were moved “down” to 200 
meters, and down, (that’s higher in frequency) 
because many of the professionals thought the 
higher frequencies were useless.  They didn’t know 
about the ionosphere.  The Aurora Borealis blocked 
the long-wave frequencies normally used in the 
Arctic.  But the higher amateur radio frequencies 
came thorough well.  Daily press releases were 
copied by hams and passed on to local newspapers.  

 One hundred years ago, on April 9, 1921, a 
remarkable new vessel slipped down the ways at 
the Hodgdon Brothers Boatyard in East 
Boothbay, Maine. She was the schooner 
Bowdoin, designed by William Hand for Donald 
B. MacMillan specifically for sailing in the icy 
uncharted waters of the Arctic.

Vintage 1937 W4NC “from the wild” that honors 
another expedition to the south end of the earth.

For the north pole expeditions, Don Mix, 1TS, was 
the ham that went along.  That is a legendary name 
in ham circles.

It is hard today to realize how isolated a vessel like 
would have been.  Radio was a technology that 
really changed the world.  One historian mentioned 
how radio “reduced the tyranny of isolation” for many 
people, but for sailing ships it was transformational.  
Because of communications relayed from 
exploratory vessels like the Bowdoin, there was a 
grip on the public’s imagination that is hard to 
understand today.  Travel was hard, the US Public 
Roads act only happened in 1921.  Going to 
Greensboro was probably an overnight trip in the 
1920s.  And while some people had phones, 
anything other than a local call was a rare and 
expensive event.

The arctic, and the antarctic expeditions were 
closely followed here in Winston-Salem.  While we 
don’t have much history about how amateur radio 
was able to follow here in NC, one of W4NC’s QSL 
card from the 1930s shows a little of the excitement.  
Yes, Little America was at the south end of the 
planet, while the MacMillan-McDonald-Byrd 
Expedition was to the north, but this W4NC card 
shows how eagerly such news was followed back 
then.

Here is a copy of one of W4NC’s period QSL cards 
from that time frame.  Yes, it is from the other end of 
the planet, but it represents the magic of the time.  
For W4NC, our own 100th anniversary is coming up.  
Covid killed the celebration of our 90th, but we need 
to start planning something special for our 100th.

The ARRL web article is:

http://www.arrl.org/news/sailing-vessel-with-ham-
radio-history-marks-100-years
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By now you have heard that FARC is going 
to have to move the shack.  We will be 
meeting in a large meeting room next door, 
so we are just moving a few hundred feet.  
We do have an even better location, but it is 
going to drain our treasury.  We also have 
some work necessary at the 64 site.  FARC 
has three main sources of revenue.  There 
are dues of course.  But those don’t pay all 
of our expenses.  If you haven’t paid your 
dues this year, well now might be a good 
time.  See the next to the last page of any 
Newsletter, or go to the web site.  Secondly, 
there are the hamfests we hold.  But due to 
Covid19 we have canceled two of those.  
Thirdly we have donations.  Forsyth 
Amateur Radio Club, Inc. is an IRS 501(c)3 
corporat ion and donat ions are  tax 
deducible, for large donations our treasurer 
is happy to send you a letter of receipt.  In 
spite of all the troubles we have been getting 
by, but getting by has meant putting some 
things off which FARC needs to have when 
we get back together.  And for both dues and 
for donations we take PayPal.  Isn’t that 
painless?  As the commercial used to say, 
“Thank you for your support!”

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!

The 69th ROCK HILL HAMFEST
Saturday Oct. 2, 2021 

by NJ4Z
on March 11, 2021

WE ARE BACK!!! After a Covid-19 forced 
cancellation of the 2020 edition of the Rock Hill 
Hamfest, the YCARS family is proud to 
announce the 69th edition of our Hamfest will go 
on as planned. The Hamfest will be held at New 
Kirk Baptist Church, 175 Museum Rd. Rock Hill, 
SC, 29732. The gates open at 8AM until 2PM. 
Indoor vendors, tailgating, food, forums, prizes 
and HAM RADIO FUN. Keep an eye out for 
more information to follow, as we get closer. For 
now, we just wanted to make sure everyone 
SAVES THE DATE!!!!

https://www.ycars.org/
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Other Ham Radio Newsletters

As Newsletter editor I’m on a lot of other club 
newsletter lists.  Below are a few that are local.   Any 
club that would like to added to the list just send me 
an email dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com 

Alamance ARC, Burlington
http://www.k4eg.com/

Azalea Coast ARC, Wilmington
http://www.ac4rc.org/

Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club (Greenville, NC)
https://w4amc.com/ham-chatter/

Durham FM Association
https://www.dfma.org/dfmaTL.html

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club (Duh!)
http://www.w4nc.com/newsletters.htm

Franklin County ARC
http://www.fcarc.net/

Gaston County ARC
http://gcars.org/

Greensboro ARA
https://www.w4gso.org/news/

High Point ARC
http://www.w4ua.org/newsletter.htm

Orange County Radio Amateurs
http://ncocra.org/WordPress_v1/

Potomac Valley Amateur Radio Club (Contesting)
http://pvrc.org/Newsletters/2021_02.pdf 
http://pvrc.org/Newsletters/2021_01.pdf 

Raleigh Amateur Radio Society
https://www.rars.org/exciters/2021/RARSExciter04-2021.pdf
https://www.rars.org/exciters/2021/RARSExciter05-2021.pdf

Rowan Amateur Radio Society
https://www.facebook.com/RowanARS/

ARRL
Always check  for news.  Other ARRL newsletters require www.arrl.org
a League membership.  I need to do a great shout-out to Marv, 
WA4NC for his excellent NC Section Newsletter.  Join ARRL.
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K9YA Telegraph
Submitted by Jim, W4UX

The K9YA is a special monthly Newsletter.  Subscription is free, but you must register.  You are not allowed to republish or forward the 
monthly Telegraph.  It always has some very interesting articles, especially about early radio, some great fiction articles, and usually 
something good about CW and telegraphy.  If you are interested in reading about amateur radio history including military history, old radios 
and the people that used them then the K9YA Telegraph may be for you. It is a monthly e-zine to which you must subscribe. 

You subscribe here:

http://mailman.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/k9ya_telegraph

Each issue has around eight pages, usually about four short articles. All of the articles are generally interesting and some make me 
remember some long-forgotten facts or learn something new. There are even radio-related fiction articles. 

https://www.k9ya.org/index.php
to subscribe:  http://mailman.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/k9ya_telegraph



Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur 
Radio Club Meeting 9 August 
2020

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO

Secretary, Forsyth 
Amateur Radio Club

1. Call to Order and 
Welcome: The 9 August 
2021 meeting of the 
Forsyth Amateur Radio 
Club at the Red Cross 
Blood Services building, 
650 Coliseum Drive, was 
c a l l e d  t o  o r d e r  b y 
President Sam Poindexter (NI4TG) at 1930 
hou rs .  Sam we lcomed a l l  a t t endees , 
approximately 43, for joining us this evening, and 
invited each to give their name and callsign.

2. Announcements: Sam (NI4TG) took a 
moment to recognize guests and new members, 
as well as those attending the meeting via Zoom. 
HT (hand-held) programming workshop 
scheduled for August 21st from 9am - noon. 
Experienced members will show how to program 
and operate many popular hand-held radios. Go 
to the events calendar on the W4NC.com 
website to sign up. The upcoming business 
meeting will be next Monday at Sixty-Six Pizzeria 
on Frontis Plaza Street, right near Academy 
Sports. The meeting starts at 7:30; we get there 
between 6:00 and 7:30 to eat and hang around 
until 9 or so.

3. Red Cross Building:  A quick update on the 
move. The red cross has begun moving 
everything and has been storing items in our old 
meeting space. This has prompted us to move to 
the new space sooner than anticipated. We have 
completed our move into the new space, and 
over the up-coming months will organize and 
build the new communications center. Thank you 
to all who have donated to this cause. Three 
committees have been organized to help 
facilitate the transition. The moving committee, 
the tower committee, and the shack committee.  

These committees will be responsible for moving 
and storing items, planning and reinstalling 
antennas on the new tower, and building, 
organizing, and setting up the communications 
center respectively. A form has been set up on 
the website to collect ideas for what members 
would like to see in the new shack. Go to 
https://w4nc.com/2021/07/27/relocation-news/ 
to submit your ideas.

4. Fund Raising: Multiple fundraising campaigns 
are underway. Keep an eye out on the w4nc.com 
website for information. One of these initiatives is 
the benefactor program. Donating a certain 
amount will get you your name on a shared 
plaque displaying those who have been extra 
generous as we’ve made this transition. There 
will be multiple levels and you can make your 
donation directly on the website.  For those who 
would still like to donate, but do not wish to 
participate in this program, there will still be a 
way to donate smaller amounts on the 
homepage. Thank you to everyone who is 
helping make this possible and keeping us 
afloat. Anything helps and is greatly appreciated.

5. Treasurer’s Report: Kent Englebert (WS4Z) 
gave a brief treasurers report. Our balance in the 
bank is $5,860.41 which includes all donations 
taken through the website to date.

6. Officer Nominations: The committee has met 2 
times so far and have received input from 
multiple people. There have been several 
volunteers for both President and Vice 
President. Going by the bylaws, the nominating 
committee will submit the names up for 
considerations in the September newsletter. At 
the  Sep tember  genera l  meet ing f l oor 
nominations will also be taken. Anyone 
nominating another member should inform this 
person first. If there are no floor nominations the 
4 officers will be confirmed for the next term. If 
there are floor nominations put forward, an 
election will take place during the October 
general meeting using anonymous ballot.

7. Repeater Report:  Dale Mierisch (WB9SZL) 
gave the repeater report. Still some interference 
up on the .47 repeater, mostly on the weekends 
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due to a data burst from a nearby transmitter. A 
firmware issue with the Kenwood repeater was 
causing the PL system to malfunction. The filter 
Don Edwards (WS4NC) installed has helped 
somewhat as well as some changes done 
remotely until someone can get up to the 
mountain. The Baptist hospital .64 repeater site 
is still experiencing interference. On inspection 
guy wires need re-tensioning or replacing, and 
the tower appears to have been hit by lightning. 
The next trip up will assess any problems from 
this issue. EchoLink is down due to an internet 
outage. 

8. New Website: Stacey MacArthur (W1LLO) 
gave a tour of the new website. This website has 
a lot of great features we’ll be able to take 
advantage of going forward.

9. Program:  This month’s program was by 
Harlan Cobert (W1HRC) on Tour to Tanglewood. 
Tour to Tanglewood is the 25th and 26th of 
September. This Bike MS event is expected to be 
a large event this year due to increased 
participation as COVID rules are relaxed, so 
please consider volunteering for this important 
public service event. One of the founding tenets 
of amateur radio is that of public service and Tour 
to Tanglewood is the largest public service event 
we have to privilege to assist with. Information on 
how to sign up has posted on the website. Look 
under the AuxComm tab and click the Tour to 
Tanglewood menu item. Any questions please 
email AuxComm[at]w4nc.com.

10. Tour: A tour was given of the room the new 
communication center (shack) will be going in 
after the meeting was concluded. People were 
brought over 15 at a time to see the new space.

11. Adjournment of Meeting:  A motion was made 
and seconded.  Meeting was adjourned at 2055 
local time.

12. Partial List of Meeting Attendees:  Below is a 
partial list of FARC meeting attendees.

Don Edwards WS4NC, Stacey MacArthur 
W1LLO, Sam Poindexter NI4TG, Harold 

Continued on the next page
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Richardson N4HER, Steve Patterson WA3RTC, 
Harlan Cobert W1HRC, David Shoaf KC4X, Ken 
Kayser K2KXK, Jerry Minor K4GW, Marcia 
Thompson NC4MT, Bruce Thompson AD4ET, 
Judson Davis KG4OHQ, Nick Hunter W4NPH, 
David Nicholson N2AWE, Michael Pope K4OLD, 
Kent Englebert WS4Z, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, 
Bob Gusek NC4RG, Van Key KC4WSK, Jim 
Meek KN4UOP, Jim Bielski KJ4FIN, Randy 
Tompson NC4RT, Doc Holliday WB4DOC, 
Crystal Austin W4CAA, John Carter KF4HHD, 
Jeff Webster KX4ZQ, Jeff Stafford AC4YN, Rick 
Huebner W0RCY, Don Hall KN4YCJ, Mark 
Gaines KM4TUK, Mike Vernon W4MAV, Jacob 
Bullin W4DQB, Henry Heidtmann W2SZO, Bob 
McClellan W3AVB, Mary McClellan KM4WPO, 
Bruce Bailiff WB4QCM, Bill Lawry KO4RXG, 
Gene Bowman WB4MSG, Bob Hooks K4WRH, 
Andy Brinkley NC4AB, David Griffith WA4MKK, 
Tim Yarbrough KF4HHG, and Jeff Hunter. 

VINTAGE 1960s HAM AD
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Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur 
Radio Club Business Meeting – 
August 16 2021

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO 
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

1. Call to Order and Welcome:  The monthly Board of 
Directors Business Meeting, Forsyth Amateur Radio 
Club, was held on Monday, 16 August 2021 on Zoom 
video conferencing software due to a power outage at 
Sixty-Six Pizzeria. The meeting was called to order by 
FARC President Sam Poindexter, NI4TG, at 1937 
hours, welcoming all meeting attendees. 

2. Meeting Attendees:  The 20 meeting attendees 
were Don Edwards WS4NC, Stacey MacArthur 
W1LLO, Sam Poindexter NI4TG, Harold Richardson 
N4HER, Michael Pope K4OLD, Kent Englebert WS4Z, 
Stephen Patterson WA3RTC, David Shoaf KC4X, 
Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, Harlan Cobert W1HRC, Ken 
Kayser K2KXK, Van Key KC4WSK, Geoff Rudy 
KK4MOV, and Henry Heidtmann W2DZO.

3. Moving Progress: The old space has been 
completely emptied two weeks ahead of the deadline. 
Thank you to moving committee for achieving this so 
quickly. A storage locker has been rented to provide 
storage for the time being until more permanent 
storage solutions can be acquired. Someone in the 
club donated the first year’s cost for the storage unit, 
so we thank them for that. Next steps are to get 
electr ical instal led. Harlan has 3 estimates 
forthcoming from licensed electricians to be performed 
the following week. Once the electrical work is 
complete the tower and design committees will begin 
work. The Red Cross has been asked for the name of 
the demo company to ask about salvaging the 
demolished antennas. The company that installed the 
new roof for the new Red Cross location will be 
contacted about installing our new weatherheads for 
cable runs.
 
4. Announcements: Dale Mierisch (WB4SZL) is the 
new trustee for WS4FC. This has been a work in 
progress for quite a while. The next step is to have the 
official registration changed from Forsyth County 
Amateur Emergency Services to Forsyth County 
AuxComm. HT programming workshop coming up on 
August 21st. Currently there are 8 people signed up 
but hope to have more. This will be held at the new 
shack space and will be a great way to engage with 
new hams. Repeater 145.47 has been down since 
Wed or Thursday of last week. Dale Mierisch 
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(WB9SZL) will head up as soon as possible to correct 
the issue. DX Engineering has agreed to do a 
presentation in February of next year. This 
presentation will be on grounding and bonding. Club 
members requested on the survey put out late last year 
for basic programs and this should be a good topic in 
relation to that.

5. Presentations: David Shoaf (KC4X) will be 
presenting Basic Repeater Operation and Use for the 
September meeting. Harlan Cobert (W1HRC) will be 
going over last-minute updates for Tour to Tanglewood 
as well as the Life360 app.

6. Trailer Hydraulics: Mike Vernon (W4MAV) has 
volunteered to work on the hydraulics on the portable 
antenna trailer. This should allow the antenna to be 
raised and lowered easier.

7. Hamfest: The October hamfest is still planned 
although the church location may not be available. 
Alternate locations or formats may need to be 
considered. Steve Patterson (WA3RTC) will confirm 
and will revisit in September.

8. Checkout Procedure: Previously the club would lend 
out items to members for a short amount of time. This 
was mostly on the honor system and only applied to 
small accessory type items. If continued, a new 
process will be developed providing more thorough 
documentation resulting in better accountability.

9. 2022 Dues: Per the bylaws, there was discussion on 
the yearly dues level, and whether it should be 
adjusted. In spite of our looming financial needs due to 
the move and taking into consideration the increase 
over the past two years, the decision was made to hold 
the dues at the current $25 for 2022.

10. Collins Transceiver: The Collins transceiver which 
was placed in the center of the old bench between the 
two operating positions was donated in Memory of 
Grady White by his son. With the move to the new 
building and the reorganization of the operating 
positions, there is a need to find a new place for it. It 
was decided to place it in a plexiglass case, placed on 
display, and make it available for operation on special 
occasions.

11.  Adjournment of Meeting:  Motion to adjourn the 
meeting was made, seconded and meeting was 
adjourned at 2049 hours.



HAM FESTIVAL!

ARRL SANCTIONED
FORSYTH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, INC

Robinhood Road Baptist Church
5422 Robinhood Road

Date and location are confirmed
and plans are on

for a big 
Hootenanny!

See W4NC.com for additional details.

Saturday, October 16, 2021
FARC Newsletter Page 45

OCTOBER 16, 2021

HAMenanny!
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Shelby Hamfest
Fleamarket, parts and radios, OH MY!

Your Newsletter editor did not get to Shelby this year, 
the Grand-daddy of all hamfests as it has been 
called.  I’ve only missed a few since 1963.  These 
pictures were all taken by Nick England, K4NYW, I 
believe.  Nick is a serious collector of military, 
especially Navy radios, so the photos are what 
caught his eye.  It is such a good thing I didn’t get to 
go, because some of this would have been coming 
home with me.  Collins and military radios 
abounded, along with some of the best, and most 
beautifully restored military and early ham gear.  
What follows is a feast for (ham) eyes.

We will start with parts . . .

And then some of the people

I’d rather text on a (model
19) teletype machine.  Me too.

Herman, N4CH.

Harold, N4HER.


